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Foreword 

Welcome to WSE’99! The goal of this workshop is to bring together the software 
engineering, reverse engineering for program understanding, and information 
technology communities to focus on techniques for Web site evolution. Web sites 
have moved from supplementary mechanisms for communication to become a 
primary component of most organization’s infrastructure. Rather than serving 
simply as a passive means of disseminating information, Web sites have become 
the integration hub for a wide variety of activities, including electronic 
commerce, streaming media, and online collaboration. 

With “older” Web sites now just passing five years on the Net, it seems prudent 
to examine how they can evolve in a more disciplined manner. As Web sites age, 
they suffer from some of the same afflictions as any complex software system: 
their structure degrades, maintenance becomes increasingly problematic, and 
legacy applications and interfaces hinder evolution. However, Web sites are also 
unique in several aspects. For example, they are often developed by people who 
may lack a formal computer science or software engineering background. 

I am particularly pleased that the inaugural meeting of this nascent research 
community is being co-located with WCRE’99, the 6th Working Conference on 
Reverse Engineering. WCRE has a history of providing enjoyable, informative, 
and stimulating meetings. I hope WSE can follow a similar path, and that you 
enjoy the workshop.  
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Abstract

WEB sites are central to the WWW community; they are
becoming the most widespread way to publish and search
information, exchange opinions, communicate. WEB sites
are an intriguing phenomenon: they can be easily created,
visited, modified by relatively untrained users; a young kid
with a browser such as Netscape or Microsoft Explorer can
create his/her home pages, upload them on a server and
publish his/her site. At the same time WEB sites may hide a
tremendous amount of complexity.

In this position paper we claim that WEB sites are such
a complex thing that the entire software maintenance and
program understanding knowledge and tools are challenged
by the site evolution problem.

As suggested by Philip Greenspun [2] sites may be static
sites, programs, or databases. Actually, real-world WEB
sites are a mixture of the three aspects. More complexity
is introduced once the WEB server is taken into account,
as WEB servers requires configuration and programming
to control site accesses and ensure security, confidentiality
and trustiness of the published information.

1. Introduction

The World-Wide WEB is a pervasive phenomenon with
tremendous implications in almost all aspects of today soci-
ety, ranging from the exchange of information, to economy,
to the individuals’ right and their ability to play a certain
social role.

WEB sites, collections of (hopefully) related information
accessed by means of a WEB browser, constitute the back-
bone of the WEB infrastructure and the essential means to
publish, update and gather information.

While, it is certainly true that even a young kid with the
adequate tools can easily create, upload on a WEB server,
and publish his/her pages, there is no doubt that useful WEB
sites are something more complex and difficult to manage.

As suggested by Philip Greenspun [2], sites may be static
sites, programs or databases with a WWW interface. Real-
world WEB sites will encompasses these three components:
static pages, programs and databases.

In this position paper, we claim that the entire software
maintenance and program understanding knowledge and
tools are challenged by the WEB site evolution problem.
We must be able to help people evolving the static as well
as the dynamic parts. The latter may encompass a variety
of scripting languages (e.g., Perl, Tcl/Tk, PHP3), program-
ming languages (e.g., C, C++, Java), databases (e.g., Ora-
cle, Sybase, Informix, DB2, mSQL, Ingress) and tools (e.g.,
compiler, interpreter, WEB server, cryptographic program-
s).

Moreover, WEB servers requires configuration and pro-
gramming so that they may control site accesses and assure
security, confidentiality and trustiness of the published in-
formation. WEB publishing is an extremely serious and
complex business, far more serious than it could be per-
ceived at a first glance. WEB servers may be linked togeth-
er in complex structures or may have links to other service
providers (e.g., CyberCash, Paymentech, Verisign).

Consider for example an e-commerce site and the losses
that could be caused by a site crash or by an unreliable WEB
server: confidential information such as system or database
password, or even the user credit card numbers, may be ex-
posed to undesired accesses.

It has already been recognized [6] that WEB sites
undergoes Lehman laws of continuous software evolu-
tion [4]; HTML could indeed be regarded as a kind
of programming language — Caper Johnes provides fig-
ures to convert function points into HTML LOC see
http://www.spr.com/library/0langtbl.htm. However, despite
those recognized commonalities could drive site evolution,
we believe that usability, security, and performances are the
major aspects driving server and site evolution.

Helping people to evolve site may be difficult; even more
difficult may be to predict the effect of a site tool evolu-
tion. Suppose we update our favorite WEB server and at

http://www.spr.com/library/0langtbl.htm


the same time we upgrade the databases and/or the connec-
tors between the DataBase Management Systems (DBMS)
and the suite of programs that access the database and gen-
erate HTML pages on the fly. A not careful resource al-
location (e.g., number of pre-opened connections, number
and size of buffers, number of pre-spanned servers or serv-
er threads), or an unexpected number of users (i.e., unex-
pected number of transactions per second) may slow down
communications stacking users in front of a gray page.

2. Sites

Sites may be thought of as a collection of (hopefully) re-
lated pages and links to other WEB sites or service provider-
s. Pages are files written in a markup language, known as
HTML. HTML files contain free text intermixed withtags
of the form< element > ::: < =element >; the file is
accessed via a WEB server and loaded into the browser that
renders the text according to the given tag semantics.

Thus for example<I> is a tag< =I>will be rendered in
italic, < =I> instruct the browser to close the<I> element
and stop rendering italic. A variety of tags, interpreted by
the browser, allows to format a page, include images, access
other sites. Several HTML tutorial, training materials and
examples are available on the net, see also [5].

2.1 Static sites

Static sites do not change the provided information over
time; they are collections of HTML files, i.e. the document
interpretation is completely delegated to the browser. These
are the simplest sites to build, perhaps if large, not to main-
tain or evolve in that a simple change may require to edit a
large number of files.

The greatest disadvantage of static sites is that they do
not allow users to interact with the site: the user can only
follows static links, he/she has no way to supply any in-
formation (e.g., user name, e-mail, comments, credit card
number).

Static sites may be downloaded, mirrored, with spider-
s, document parsed with HTML parser. Static site analysis
and evolution can be compared to program static analysis
and evolution. For example, in recent papers [3], [6] tra-
ditional software metrics has been adapted and new WEB
specific metrics has been proposed to evaluate WEB site
evolution.

2.2 Programs

To overcame the limitations of static sites several strate-
gies were developed: essentially, servers were given the a-
bility to execute fragments of code interleaved with stan-
dard HTML text. This was accomplished either extending

the HTML language or calling external programs commu-
nicating with them via the so called Common Gateway In-
terface (CGI). The CGI standard defines an interface, an ab-
straction which dictate what and how a program and WEB
server communicate.

Being an interface, virtually any programming language
could be adopted to write a CGI compliant program, also
known as acgi-bin. The namecgi-bin is derived from the
name of the directory where old WEB servers expected to
find CGI compliant executables. Scripting languages such
as Perl, Tcl/Tk and PHP3 are currently cgi-bin de facto s-
tandard development languages. The reason relay in the re-
duced development cycle and the ability to port the script-
s, on different hardware platforms and operating systems,
without the need for recompilation, once an interpreter is
available.

The other form of server-side programming, as already
mentioned, is obtained by taking the markup concept to its
extreme consequences: tags may be defined (e.g.<%, %>)
to tell the server to execute the in-between code. Server Side
Include (SSI) directive, AOLserver Dynamic Pages (ADP)
and Microsoft Active Server pages (ASP) are just three ex-
amples: atraditional plain HTML document is a legal ADP
or ASP document; embedding a fragment between<% and
%> will cause the server to perform some computation.

Going back to cgi-bin, spanning a process to execute a
piece of code may require a considerable amount of time,
comparable with the time spent to execute the cgi-bin pro-
gram. Furthermore, it may open the way to undesired at-
tacks from intruders. WEB servers like the AOLserver
or the Apache server may embed interpreters to overcame
these problems. For example, the Apache server can ex-
ecute both Perl and PHP3 scripts without forking external
processes. Projects such as PHP and EmbPerl, are indeed
equivalent to SSI, ASP or ADP pagess. The fragment of
document in-between selected tags will be interpreted by
the server as a Perl or PHP code fragment, executed, and
the result sent to the browser.

On the contrary of static sites, an attempt to dowload
with a spider a program centric site may cause the infinite
reexecution of the same set of cgibin programs filling the
dowloader disk space; documents cannot be parsed with s-
tandard HTML parsers.

Clearly, these sites may be thougt of as programs with an
HTML user interface: the evolution of site centered on the
programming paradigm requires the usual program mainte-
nance, comprehension and evolution weapon arsenal. For
example, in an ecommerce site, business rule will be en-
coded in the cgibin much in the same way business rules
are encoded in tradition software systems.



2.3 Databases

Consider the problem of maintaining a mailing list of
people visiting our site; we would give users the abili-
ty to add/remove themselves and to add/remove comments
and/or new links. Perhaps, due to confidenciality reasons
we want to be the only ones who can view the entire mail-
ing list and send mail to the list. Clearly this task can be
easily accomplished if we build a database backed up site:
a site that is really an interface to a database.

Notice that this is somehow different than having a cor-
porate database and publishing it: in the latter case we can-
not choose the DBMS, we only can hope some means ex-
ist to connect the corporate database using some (scripting)
programming language (e.g., OBDC, Jdbc, DBI/DBD).

Database backed up sites have the same characteristics
of program centric sites plus underlining DBMSs. In oth-
er words, we need new weaponry to extract, represent and
model the contained data and the relations among data. As
an example, consider the Oracle database and the Rational
Rose tool suite; Rational Rose offers an interface toward the
Oracle products to extract models representing the database
relations [1].

Databases centric site pose a constraint on the WEB
server technology. DBMS vendors struggled to optimize
transaction performances once a database connection was
opened: a user session involves several transactions thus the
time spent to open and setup the connection with the DBM-
S is negligible. Unfortunately HTTP protocol is a stateless
protocol: we have no simple mean to asssociate a database
connection with a given user and its transactions. As we do
not like to fork processes 500000 times a day, we do not
like to open and close connections to our databases 500000
times a day [2].

2.4 Server and Tools

A WEB site cannot exist without a WEB server. Even
better, it cannot exist without a suite of tools that allow
to build, maintain, ensure consistency, confidentiality, and
trustiness of the published information. Compilers (e.g.,
C, Java), interpreters (Perl, PHP), cryptographic algorithm-
s (e.g., OpelSSL, pgp), HTML editors belong to this tool
constellation.

WEB servers/WEB sites may be very simple stand alone
server/site or may be linked together in complex structures.
They may also include links to other service providers (e.g.,
CyberCash, Paymentech, Verisign). Even a stand alone
server must be configured to avoid attacks and piracy try-
ing to avoid damages to the hosting computer system.

Evolving a site means also being able to evolve the ac-
cess policies controlled by the server configuration files as
well as the site tool constellation. In the authors experi-

ence, this is usually due to security and performance issues.
Overcoming known and documented ways for intruder at-
tacks or adding new features improving site performances
can be considered the main driving factors. Upgrading a
server may require reading extensive documentation and re-
editing several configuration files, including user dependent
configuration files (e.g., Apache .htaccess files). It may also
entail to update the directory structure and/or the file system
organization.

Moreover, modern servers, such as Apache, that embed
scripting language interpreters (e.g., Perl) or that execute
themselves (e.g., the servlet mechanism) may de facto be
extended by the Webmaster adding new functionalities. E-
volving a WEB server may also mean upgrading the site
specific functionality to the new server API.

3. Conclusion

WEB sites may be as simple as a single file or one of the
most complex sollection of cooperating software artifacts
ever conceived.

In this position paper, we claimed that the entire software
maintenance and program understanding body of knowl-
edge and tools are challenged by the WEB site evolution
problem. We must be able to help people evolving the stat-
ic as well as the dynamic parts of a site, predicting per-
formances, and improving security. Such a complex task
will probably require the development of new paradigms
and tools to face the task complexity.
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Problem: 
 
As a website ages, multiple authors decide how to link the pages they contribute to the existing pages. The 
criteria authors use for creating links changes over time. This changing criteria result in inconstant links 
between pages. This makes it difficult for reader of the pages to find the information they want. [Garzotto 
at al. 95] 
 
 
Solution 
 
Force authors to use a consistent criteria for creating links between pages. 
 
 
Architecture for Implementing the Solution 
 
• Use some semantically enhanced version of HTML.  
 

A consistent structure of links between pages requires that both the pages and the links have some 
semantics associated with them. Typing of the pages and links will provide the needed semantics 

 
• Store the webpages in a database.  

 
A database supporting triggers can be used to perform analysis on webpages as the are added, deleted, 
or updated. This analysis is to determine that the changes to the webpages do not violate the criteria of 
what links are allowed and/or required.  

 
It also can be used to provide security so that an author does not circumvent the program to submit 
webpages by directly accessing the pages within a file system. 
 

• Specify the linking criteria in database triggers 
 
When an author submits a set of pages (as a transaction) to the website, a database procedure is 
triggered which analyzes the set of webpages to determine if the pages satisfy the linking criteria. The 
procedure will either allow the transaction to be completed, or reject the transaction. If the transaction 
is rejected, the procedure will give the author detailed error messages about why the transaction was 
rejected. 
 

• A major issue in implementing the triggers 
 



The procedures triggered to enforce the link criteria are a form of database constraint. Unfortunately, 
database constraints have a history of failing to be practical because they increase the time it takes to 
complete a transaction. This is normally because enforcing the constraint requires searching a 
significant part of the database.  This problem can be avoided if the kinds of constraints used are 
limited to object-centered constraints. [Delcambre at al. 91] 
 
An object-centered constraint is of a form such that all the data needed to determine if the constraint is 
violated can be found by tracing references from the object being changed. In terms of a link criteria, if 
an author changes a webpage, all the webpages which need to be analyzed to determine if the criteria 
would be violated can be found by traversing links from the webpage which is being changed. 
 
 

Implementation of the Architecture 
 
A website which implements this architecture can be build from existing software systems.  
 
The semantics needed in the webpages and links can be provided in XML. The prologue section of XML 
can have typing attributes placed in them to give the page a semantic type. The link specification of XML 
also can contain a semantic type attribute. 
 
A webserver can be modified to pull pages out of a database. This has already been done by Foo and Lim 
[Foo and Lim 97].   
 
Many commercially available databases provide trigger mechanism and procedures. Oracle 8.1 provides 
both PL/SQL and Java as procedure languages which could be used to write the link criteria. 
 
A simple Java applet using JDBC could be written to take the webpages sitting on the author’s machine and 
submit them in a single transaction. This application would rely on a T3 server being present on the 
machine running the database. This applet could also display the error messages generated by the database 
if a transaction is rejected. 
 
Example 
 
Knowing who is responsible for procedures and who to contact if the procedures do not work is very 
important. Many companies distribute their procedures via websites. The following is a list some possible 
requirements for procedures. 
 
• A staff member is always responsible for every procedure page. 
• All procedure pages are associated with a specific department. 
• If a staff member is responsible for a procedure page associated with a given department, the staff 

member must be in that department. 
• Only a department head can change who is responsible for a procedure page. 
• Only the staff member responsible for a procedure page can create, modify, or delete it. 
 
The first three requirements can be considered a form of structure constraint. The staff persons homepage 
must be linked to a department page. The procedure page must be linked to both the staff persons 
homepage and the department page. A database procedure to detect these links could be written. 
 
The last two requirements use the database security system to be implemented. By knowing who submitted 
the transaction, if the transaction attempts to modify a procedure page, the database can determine if the 
submitter is allowed to make the change. 
 
 
 
 



Research Areas 
 
A system to implement a website that can enforce a link criteria has not been built yet. Though the concept 
draws on well-established technologies, the implementation will provide a number of technical issues and 
make a platform for future work. 
 
Establishing the criteria of what links are allowed, are not allowed, and how links can be changed has not 
been explored at all. Since this is highly domain dependent and even site dependent, developing an 
expression system for these criteria would be very helpful. 
 
Automatic tools for creating the procedures that enforce the criteria are very important. Hand 
implementation of the database procedures will make implementation complicated and maintenance 
difficult. Also, considering the possibility of procedures that perform unbounded searches, it is important to 
make sure the constraints the procedures implement are object-oriented constraints. 
 
Providing meaningful feedback to the authors when they submit pages is also very important for the 
acceptance of a system. When a database procedure determines that a transaction is to be rejected, the 
procedure may have a great amount of information about the author’s error. It is important to get this 
information back to the author in a way that the information is useful. 
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1 Introduction 
As the Web increasingly becomes a core element of business strategy, the task of hosting web content 
has become mission critical. Few companies, however, have the resources, money and expertise to build 
their web site entirely in house. For this reason, many businesses choose to outsource their Web hosting 
to Internet Service Providers and some equipment vendors which, according to Forrester Research Inc., 
can slash costs by 80%. 

Although the recent survey revealed over 1 million web servers on the Internet, the number of web sites 
exceeds this number by several times. The illusion of more web sites existing than actual web servers is 
created through the use of virtual servers (hosts). 

The shared Web hosting service is based on this technique. The shared Web hosting market targets small 
and medium size businesses. The most common purpose of a shared hosting web site is marketing (in 
other words, it means that most of the documents are static). In this case, many different sites are hosted 
on the same hardware. 

A Web hosting service uses the possibility to create a set of virtual servers on the same server. There are 
different alternatives to how this can be done. Unix web servers (Netscape and Apache) have the most 
flexibility in addressing the Web hosting problem. Multiple host (domain) names can he easily assigned 
to a single IP address. This creates the illusion that each host has its own web server when, in reality, 
multiple, “logical” hosts share one physical host. 

Each virtual server is set up to write its own access log. This is a very convenient configuration for the 
hosted sites (customers). The site access logs allow us to analyze incoming traffic to the site both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. Access logs provide invaluable information on both the most oftenly 
requested documents and the most active, frequent visitors of the site. 

However, this implementation and set up splits the “whole picture” of web server usage into mu! tiple 
independent pieces, making it difficult for the service provider to understand and analyze the 
“aggregate” traffic characteristics. 

The situation gets even more complex when a Web hosting infrastructure is based on a web server farm 
or cluster, used to create a scalable and highly available solution. 

 

2 WHAT’s Design Approach 
Our goal was to develop a tool which characterizes an overall Web hosting service profile and system 
resource usage in both a quantitative and qualitative way. We have chosen to report information which

                                                           
* Work has been done while M.DeSouza worked at Hewlett. Packard Labs during the summer of 1999. His current address is 
University of California, Department of Computer Science, Riverside. CA 92521: e mail: mdesouza@cs.ucr.edu 
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could be used by a Web Hosting Service Provider to evaluate the current solution and to improve and 
optimize the relevant components using overall service profile data. 

WHAT performs an analysis which is entirely based on web server access logs collected from multiple 
sites hosted on a server (web server farm or cluster). The tool is written in Perl for the Common Log 
Format, which is the most popular default for web server access logs. 

WHAT is aiming to provide: 

• service characterization a service profile, a comparative analysis of system resource usage by 
different customers (i.e. by hosted web sites); 

• traffic characterization a comprehensive analysis of overall workload with extraction of a few 
main parameters to characterize it; 

• system requirements characterization a related system resource usage analysis, especially mem 
ory requirements. 

These characteristics provide an insight into the system’s resource requirements and the traffic access 
patterns the information which is of a special interest to system administrators and service providers. 

 

3 Service Characterization 
The study [MS97] asserts that the three primary issues that characterize a site are: 

• site composition and growth; 

• growth in traffic; 

• user access patterns. 

Our Web hosting site analysis supports this statement too. The monthly growth of the requests rates for 
different sites differ significantly. While the typical growth for most of the sites is exponential, it takes 
different times for different sites to double. Some of the sites experience decrease of the traffic rates and 
actually demonstrate negative growth. User access patterns differ significantly too. For example, some 
sites have a few, very popular documents or products. •The accesses to such sites are heavily skewed: 
2% of the documents account for 95% of the site’s traffic. In order to design an efficient, high quality 
Web hosting solution, the specifics of access rates and users’ access patterns should be taken into 
account. The traffic growth/decrease and the users’ access patterns’ changes should be monitored in 
order to provision for those changes well in time and in the most efficient way. 

WHAT’s design and development was driven by the case study of HP Web Hosting Service provided to 
internal customers. We performed the analysis which covers a four month period: from April,1999 to 
July, 1999. Originally, in April, the service had 71 hosted sites. By the end of July, the service had 94 
hosted web sites. During this period, WHAT’s analysis allowed us to monitor and analyze each 
particular site’s traffic contribution to the overall traffic, and the evolution of the whole service by itself. 

WHAT identifies all the different hosted web Sites (from the given collection of web server access 
logs). For each hosted web site i, the tool builds a site profile by evaluating the following characteristics: 

• ARi the access rates to a customer’s content (in b1jtes transferred during the observed period); 

• WSi the combined size of all the accessed files (in bytes during the observed period, so called 
“working set”); 

• FRi the table of all accessed files with their frequency (number of times a file was accessed 
during the observed period) and the files sizes. 

We normalize both ARi and WSi with respect to AR and WS combined over all the sites in order to 
identify the percentage contribution of each particular site. 

The access rate ARi gives an approximation of the load to a server provided by the traffic to the site i. 
The working set WSi characterizes the memory requirements by the site i. 
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These parameters provide a high level characterization of customers (hosted web sites) and their system 
resource requirements. This characterization is especially useful when it is time to scale the system. It 
can help to identify whether additional memory is going to he enough, or whether the service provider 
needs to add a new server. If a new server is added, often the content is going to be partitioned as well. 
The site profiles help to create a balanced partition with respect to a system’s resources, avoiding the 
“bad” partitions where the “memory hungry” sites are left on one server and the “high load” sites are 
moved to a new server. WHAT provides valuable sites analysis to be used for capacity planning and 
balancing tasks. 

 

4 Traffic Characterization 
WHAT provides the analysis of the combined traffic to all the sites. 

It reports the number of successful requests (code 200), conditional get requests (code 304) and the 
errors (the rest of the codes). The percentage of conditional get requests often indicates the “reuse” 
factor for the documents on a server. These are the documents cached somewhere in the Internet by 
proxy caches. The conditional get request is sent to fetch the document only in case it was modified. 

WHAT provides the statistics for an average response file size (averaged across all successful requests 
with 200 code). We also build a characterization of the file size distribution. For this purpose, we build a 
table of all accessed files with their sizes and access frequency information, ordered in increasing order 
by size. It allows us to build a file size distribution of the request in a style which is similar to 
SpecWeb96 [SpecWeb96] the industry standard benchmark for measuring web server performance. 

Thus, for example, in our case study (for April), the average request size was 22.7 KB. The average 
request size (for 30/60/90% of the requests) was 0.8 KB/1.6 KB/4.6 KB respectively. From the data 
above, one can conclude that a workload (in terms of file size distribution) has a long tail of rarely 
accessed very large files. 

WHAT reports a percentage of the files requested only a few times the files requested less than 2/6/10 
times. In our case study, files requested less than 2/6/10 times account for 34.4%/66.0%/75.7% of all the 
requests. This is another important characterization of traffic which has a close connection to document 
reuse and gives indication of memory (RAM) efficiency for the analyzed workload. Most likely 
“onetimers” are the requests served from the disk. This data is helpful in understanding whether 
performance improvements can be achieved via optimization of the caching or replacement strategy. 

Here the traffic characterization comes very close to system requirements characterization. 

 

5 System Requirements Characterization 
System requirements arc characterized by the combined access rate and working set of all the hosted 
sites (during the observed period of time). The tool also provides the worst hour access rate analysis. 

WHAT provides the combined size of “onetimers” (in our case study this summed up to 388 MB from 
total of 1042.5 MB). High percentage of “onetimers” and small memory size could cause had site 
performance. 

In order to characterize the “locality” of overall traffic to the site, we build a table of all accessed files 
with their sizes and access frequency information, ordered in decreasing order by frequency. WHAT 
provides working sets for 97/98/99% of all requests. 

In our case study, 97/98/99% of the requests required 262.6 MB/375.7 MB/600.4 MB of memory 
respectively. The smaller numbers for 97/98/99% of the working set indicate higher traffic locality: it 
means that the most frequent requests target smaller set of documents. 

 



4 

6 Large Single Sites Analysis 
WHAT was designed for Web hosting service analysis needs. We realized, however, that its usage can 
be extended to provide the analysis of large single sites in a very useful way. 

Our second case study was analysis of the www.hp.com web site. 

WHAT’s functionality was extended to identify all the first level directories. First level directories give 
direct indication of web site composition. Often, the first level directories represent different business 
units or reflect the company products, and the traffic analysis of these directories is of interest to these 
units. 

After that, we performed an analysis similar to the Web hosting service analysis, where the first level 
directories were treated as different web sites. 

Such an approach to the analysis of large single web sites allows us to outline the site composition as 
well as determine the percentage of traffic going to the Site’s different parts. It allows to create accurate 
“sub site” profiles in terms of memory usage and load on a system. Such analysis helps observance of 
the site evolution and the design of more efficient web sites. 

 

7 Conclusion 
There are several web log analysis tools freely available (Analog [Analog], Webalizer [Webalizer] to 
name just a few). They give detailed analysis of the most frequent accesses and the user population. This 
data is useful for business sites to recognize who their customers are and what documents or products 
get most attention. 

However, these tools are lacking the information which is of interest to system administrators and 
service providers; the information which provides insight into the system’s resource requirements and 
traffic access patterns. 

When the site is a collection of different sites created through the use of virtual servers (hosts) a new 
analysis tool is required to understand the site’s contributions to overall traffic, as well as the resource 
requirements imposed by each particular site. Such sites evolve in a special way: since the different sub 
sites “live” their different lives. WHAT’s analysis helps to observe site evolution and to provision for 
changes well in time and in the most efficient way. 
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In advising and assisting Global 2000 companies, META Group has found that web site planning and evolution is 
rapidly becoming an essential part of any corporation's strategies for electronic commerce and business for the next 
decade.  The issues of web site evolution are driven by global electronic commerce requirements and evolution, not 
just technical considerations.  The technology of web site evolution must be considered in this context. 
 
Global Business and Technology Evolution Observations 
 
META Group recognizes these trends that are applicable to understanding the global environment in which web site 
evolution occurs: 
 

Business Requirements 
 

1. Global supply chain requirements, electronic interchange, and the externalization of business computing 
(80%+ by 2003) will drive the renovation and revitalization of users’ legacy application investments, and 
necessitate ubiquitous Web/browser technologies for global business interaction (e-legacy). By 2004, 
more than 90% of legacy data will be accessible via I*net technologies. 

2. The integration of legacy systems via increasingly robust messaging/queuing, Java, and Web-enabled 
middleware will facilitate heterogeneous connectivity throughout the global enterprise IT ecosystem 
(2003/04). While traditional subsystem components (e.g., CICS, Tuxedo, IMS) will be enhanced to 
handle and manage the exploding global (e-business) transaction load, they will be masked and leveraged 
via maturing middleware-like products (including Web front ends). 

3. By 2002, 70% of the Global 2000 will have formulated portal strategies or aligned with a major Internet 
portal (e.g., Yahoo, AOL, Microsoft) and multiple “portlets” (e.g., Amazon, InsWeb, Travelocity). 
Portals will provide extended business and consumer services (e.g., bill payment, service/goods 
brokering), resulting in significant transactional revenue (adding to advertising and “presence leasing” 
revenue) by 2003/04.  

4. Personalized and customized relationships, derived from integrated back-office (legacy, ERM, data marts, 
etc.) and front-office (call center, Web, TV/radio, paper, POS) interactions, will be standard within 
customer relationship management architectures by 2002. Externalization capabilities (EPI, workflow, 
middleware, etc.) will enable organizations to enhance relationships with both consumers and trading 
partners, while supporting application and intermediary interactivity.  

Job Roles 
 

5. By 2000, “Web architects” will manage dynamic content management platforms comprising XML, 
metatagging/indexing, document management, information retrieval, and secure publishing/access 
services, supporting numerous/diverse content owners and generators. By 2002/03, Web infrastructures 
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(driven by database, groupweb, and platform vendors) will provide these features as standard 
functionality.  

6. Through 2002/03, Global 2000 IT groups will continue to struggle to find/afford staff and reallocate 
resources to more value-added roles (e.g., business liaison, component integrator, marketer, customer 
officer, enterprise project manager, new-age technologist). Critical IT characteristics (2003-05) will 
include governance principles, strategic sourcing methodology, infrastructure sales/marketing, metrics 
derivation, collaboration/learning, and competitive value articulation.  

Web Delivery Technologies 
 

7. By 2002, XML components and standards (e.g., XML/EDI, XSL, WebDAV, DOM) will be the nucleus 
of Web information management. However, XML development will proceed slowly through 2000, even 
as XML facilities become embedded within application server, database, document management, and 
other products.  

8. Through 1999/2000, traditional AD environments for multi-tier client/server will expand to encompass 
application services, object model frameworks, and integrated development environments (IDEs); this 
will drive increasingly componentized architectures. Concurrently, Web development tools and 
application servers supporting target-agnostic implementations will mature and converge with 
conventional client/server IDEs. By 2002/03, evaluation criteria will shift from infrastructure (e.g., 
scalability, reliability, availability) to developer productivity as technology and architecture become 
commoditized.  

9. Maturing Java will expand beyond the presentation layer to encompass flexible, user-driven application 
logic (2001/02); componentization of legacy systems (via Component Broker, Enterprise JavaBeans, et 
al.) and efficient, more portable applications will drive the blurring of platform personalities (OS/390, 
Unix, NT, OS/400) for both e-legacy and new applications.  

 
 
Web Site Evolution Observations 
 
As a developer, user, and consumer of web sites in commercial and non-commercial applications, including sites for 
IEEE groups and conferences, I have observed the following characteristics of web site evolution: 
 
n Many, if not most, web sites do not evolve; They are replaced.  Web sites are subject to wholesale change due 

to the pressures to "keep it interesting", "keep it fresh".  Web site developers are often told that they must 
make wholesale changes in updating their site to "make people want to come back for something new". 

 
n Incremental improvements are discouraged by the need to attract good search engine placement.  Search 

engine spiders are so busy with considering the explosion of new pages that incremental improvements to 
existing pages do not get their attention.  The issues of needing and allowing your web site to be found force 
a behavior of more extensive change. 

 
n Multiple evolutions are going on at the same time.  These interact in a complex pattern, where trends and 

requirements reinforce or cancel (make unnecessary or irrelevant) others in parallel evolving paths. 
 
n Evolution of the business requirements for electronic commerce and dissemination. 
n Evolution of backend technologies. 
n Evolution of the interfaces between back-end and front-end technologies. 
n Evolution of the web presentation technology, such as the inclusion of frames, HTML extensions, 

XML-cognizant software, security services, and so forth. 
n Evolution of the application-specific web content. 
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Abstract

AIDE/WN is a tool for automatingthe“What’s New?”
pagefoundon many websites,to customizethedisplay
of new pagesfor eachuser. It usescookies,something
that is alreadycommonfor otherpurposes,to identify
a particularuseracrossvisits and to track the versions
of eachresourcethat theusersees.It usestheHtmldiff
tool to displaythespecificchangesonrequest,andatthe
option of the web administrator, permitsusersto view
theversionhistoryof a page.

1 Introduction

PagesontheWebchangein unpredictableways.For this
reason,many sitesincludepointersto a“What’sNew on
this Site” page. (I abbreviate this as WN henceforth.)
Thesearemaintainedby webmastersor otherswith di-
rectaccessto thecontent,andareupdatedbasedontheir
notionof whatmightbeinteresting.

In someways,manuallymaintainedWN pagesarede-
sirable. They use a human’s judgmentto distinguish
betweensmall, uninterestingchangesand things that
should really grab one’s attention. Furthermore,they
permit a personto summarizethe changesin a simple
fashion,addemphasiswhenappropriate,agelessinter-
estingchangesoff theWN pagefasterthanthemostim-
portantchanges,andsoon.

Indeed,ChenandKoutsofios’sWebsite News system[3],
which tracks changesrecursively from a site’s home
page,hasdemonstratedthat the numberof pagesthat
changeis muchgreaterthanthe numberhighlightedin
mostsite’s WN pages.It standsto reasonthat if every
changedpageappearedin every WN list, the list itself
wouldberelatively useless.

At thesametime,thesegenericWN pagesarequitelim-
ited. If the samepageis presentedto every user, then
after a userseesthe WN page,sheis likely to seethe

samechangespresentedas“new” againin the nearfu-
ture.Thebasicproblemis thatwhat’snew to oneuseris
old to another. A secondproblemis thatdetermination
of what’sinterestingis left to thewebmaster. A userwho
hasseena particularpageon thesiteandwould like to
know whenthatpageis updatedmustrely on the judg-
mentof thewebmasterto includeanupdateto thatpage
in theWN list. Finally, a third (andsomewhat lessim-
portant)problemis thattheWN list mightchangebefore
a userever seesit: a new pageshows up in the list and
thendropsoff again.What’s old to mostof thevisitors
to thesiteis new to theinfrequentvisitor.

TheAT&T Internet Difference Engine (AIDE) hasbeen
developedover thepastseveralyearsasoneway to ad-
dresstheseproblems[4]. It allowsusersto specifypages
of interest,benotifiedwhenthepageschange,andmost
importantly, seehow the pageshave changedsincethe
userlastviewedthem.A pagethatchangesseveraltimes
betweenvisitsby aparticularuserwill behighlightedto
show all thechangesduringthatinterval.

HereI describea derivative of AIDE, which integrates
AIDE’spagetrackingandversionmanagementwith the
HTTP server, ratherthanrelying on individual usersto
explicitly accessAIDE to requestnotifications.In fact,
the WN pagecan look like any other web page(e.g.,
http://foo.bar/whatsnew.html), except that
its contentswill reflectexactly what is new to the user
accessingit. I referto thederivativeasAIDE/WN.

2 Customization

CustomizingtheWN pageto eachuserrequiresthatthe
browserstorea cookie, which it passesto theserver on
eachrequest.The useof cookiesis somewhat contro-
versialbecauseof privacy considerations[6]. Therefore,
the AIDE/WN systempermitsthe contentprovider to
presenttheuserwith aninvitationto seecustomizedWN
informationthroughtheuseof cookies,andrequiresthe

http://foo.bar/whatsnew.html


Rewrite Exec /tracked/whatsnew.html /home/aide/cgi-bin/whatsnew
Rewrite Exec /tracked/? /home/aide/cgi-bin/record visit

Table 1: Directivesto rewrite URLs to invokeCGI scripts.

userto confirm that the useof cookiesfor this purpose
is acceptable.

2.1 CGI Redirection

Cookiesareusefulonly if a server-sideprogram,such
asaCommonGatewayInterface(CGI) script,intercepts
andinterpretsthecookie. Sendinga cookieto accessa
staticHTML file wouldbeusefulif theHTTPserverdid
somethingwith the cookiedirectly, but thus far HTTP
serversappearto usecookiesjust to passdatato scripts.
In thefutureI planto modify theApache server to han-
dle cookiesdirectly, but for now I useDavid Kristol’s
htd server with pathredirectionthat turnsall URLs into
invocationsof a CGI script. Currently, this is doneby
makingaccessesto

http://aide.research.att.com/tracked/

just like accessesto

http://aide.research.att.com/,

but redirectedthrougha script. Thatscriptusesa back-
enddatabaseto recordaccesseswith aparticularcookie.

Theredirectionis accomplishedvia thedirectivesin Ta-
ble 1. Thewhatsnew script invokesa databasequery
to list all pagesviewed by the user, with the modifica-
tion timestampasof eachaccess.Thenit usesa brute-
force techniqueto determinewhat haschanged:it in-
vokesthe UNIX stat call to checkeachfile at the time
the WN pageis created. (The list could be computed
ona coarsergranularityandcached,if andwhenperfor-
mancebecomesa biggerissue.)

The WN list can thereforebe updatedin real time to
show exactly thosepagesthat have changedsincethe
userlastsaw them. In addition,otherpagescanrefer to
the WN list if andonly if new pagesexist. Whenone
views the root of the tracked hierarchy, a comment�
!-- NEW PAGES --� is convertedinto an anchor

for theWN list whenever new pagesexist, with thetext
“ThereareN new pages.” Whennonew pagesexist, the
commenthasnoeffect. Figure1 givesanexampleof the
AIDE/WN “What’s New” page.

Therecord visit script updatesthe databaseeach
time a trackedpageis accessed.This hasthedisadvan-
tageof turningaccessesto staticfiles into CGI invoca-
tions,but (asdiscussedelsewhere)onecouldmodify the

HTTPserver to handlethisdatadirectly. If theoverhead
of individual databaseupdatesis too high, the server
could log accessesandupdatethedatabaseperiodically
to amortizethecosts.

3 Historical Data

Having a list of which pageshave changedis useful,
but experiencewith AIDE suggeststhat in many cases
it wouldbehardto determinea priori whatthechanges
are if the only information is a single bit (“look over
there!”). AIDE/WN usesthe Revision Control System
(RCS)to accesspastversionsof eachpageandto make
surethattheversiona useris viewing is availablein the
future. It doesthelatterby checkingin a new versionif
the currentversionis morerecentthanthe most recent
checked-inversion.Ontheotherhand,if themostrecent
versionhasalreadybeencheckedin, AIDE/WN usesthe
commentprovidedat the lastcheck-intime asa hint to
theuserabouthow thepagemayhave changed.

Giventhe RCShistory, AIDE/WN canpresenttheuser
with a view of how a particularpagehaschangedsince
it waslastseen,or in facthow it haschangedat any two
points in time. AIDE/WN doesthis by checkingeach
pagefor acomment

�
!-- SHOW DIFFS --�

andreplacingthis text with specialHTML markupthat
insertsananchorto permitoneto invokeHtmldiff to see
how thepagehaschanged.An exampleappearsin Fig-
ure2(a),andthesourceto this exampleappearsin Fig-
ure2(b).

The revision history is modifiedslightly if the current
versionis not new. In that case,AIDE/WN displaysa
messageaboutseeinghow the pagehaschangedsince
thepreviousversion,but otherwisefunctionsthesame.

4 Issues

The currentprototypeis functional,but hassomeopen
issues.

http://aide.research.att.com/tracked/
http://aide.research.att.com/


Figure 1: Customizedlist of what’s new to aparticularuser, with RCSlog informationaboutthemostrecentchange.

Contentsof page....
�

You last saw this page at: Fri, 01May 199813:03:31GMT.
To seehow this pagechangedsincethen,click on theball.

(a)Whattheusersees.

�
table� �

tr � �
td rowspan=2align=center��

FORM METHOD=”POST”ACTION=”/cgi-bin/rcsdiff” ENCTYPE=application/x-www-form-urlencoded��
INPUT TYPE=”hidden”NAME=”dif f” VALUE=”dif f” ��
INPUT TYPE=”hidden”NAME=”file” VALUE=”/examples/index.html” ��
INPUT TYPE=”hidden”NAME=”current” VALUE=”1” ��
INPUT TYPE=”hidden”NAME=”1.23” VALUE=”1” ��
INPUT TYPE=imageNAME=”Submit” alt=”submit!” VALUE=”Submit”

src=”http://www.research.att.com/icons/RedBall.gif”border=0��
/FORM� �

/td� �
td ��

i � You lastsaw thispageat:
�

/i � Fri, 01May 199813:03:31GMT.�
/td� �

/tr � �
tr � �

td� �
i � To seehow thispagechangedsincethen,click on theball.�

/td� �
/tr � �

/table�

(b) HTML sourceto theexample,somewhatcompressedfor space.

Figure 2: An exampleof theinformationpresentedto theuserwhendifferencesareoffered.

http://www.research.att.com/icons/RedBall.gif


4.1 Performance

Computationof the differencesis time-consumingus-
ing the currentimplementationof Htmldiff.1 The sys-
temcachesHtmldiff outputso thatsubsequentaccesses
arefaster, but thefirst accesscantakemany secondsor
even minutes. Automatic computationof all possible
differences(the currentversioncomparedagainsteach
old versionthatany userhasseenmostrecently)is pos-
siblebut not scalable.

Thedatabaseoperationsto updatetheinformationabout
which userhasseenwhich version, and to determine
which pageshave changed,arereasonablyefficient but
still notextremelyfast.Thismeansthatdynamiccompu-
tationof thenumberof new pagesoneachaccessto the
root pagemight be undesirable,andinsteadthat infor-
mationcould be calculatedlessfrequentlyandcached.
Therearesomesystems(.e.g, [5]) thatfocusoncaching
dynamic data, invalidating it only when appropriate,
whichcouldapplyhere.

4.2 User Interface

Theuserinterfaceis perhapsAIDE/WN’sweakestcom-
ponent. Right now, the WN list consistsof an HTML
tablewith oneline per changedfile. Eachline reports
when the user last saw the page,when it was modi-
fied, andany availableRCScomment.Thereis no no-
tion of prioritization,wherethemostimportantrecently
changedpagescouldbelistedfirst. In contrast,thereg-
ular AIDE systemallows usersto specifyan arbitrary
integerpriority for eachpage,which is thenusedto sort
the WN list, anda manuallygeneratedWN list would
have arbitraryorderandtext asdecidedby awebmaster.

4.3 Caching Effects

By default, in HTTP/1.0 [2], dynamic data is gen-
eratedwith no Last-Modified headerand is not
cached. SinceAIDE/WN is taking static files suchas
index.html andwrappinga CGI scriptaroundthem
to beableto trackcookies,it couldhave theundesirable
effectof makingall pagesonasiteuncacheable.Instead,
theCGI scriptexplicitly generatesaLast-Modified
headerbasedontheactualmodificationtimestampin the
file system,just astheHTTPserver normallydoes.

However, there is a catch. When a page actually
changes,andappearsin the WN list, visiting that page
shouldideally show thecurrentversionof thepage,of-
fer to display changesfrom the previous version,and

1A new versionof Htmldiff, usinga muchmoreefficient compari-
sonalgorithm,is underdevelopment.

remove the pagefrom the WN list. In practice,since
thepageis consideredcacheable,a browserthat revali-
datespagesonlywhenit firststartswill displaytheolder,
cachedversionwhenonefollowstheanchorreferringto
thechangedpage.Theusermustthenexplicitly reload
thepageto seethelatestversion.It doesnot appearthat
HTTP/1.1[1] is any lesssusceptibleto thesecachecon-
sistency issues.

4.4 Suppressing Versions

One catch to the automaticgenerationof WN lists is
thatthey maycatchexceedinglytrivial changes,suchas
typographicalerrors. The regular (user-driven)version
of AIDE suffersfrom thesameproblemandAIDE/WN
couldbenefitfrom any techniquesto ignoreuninterest-
ing changes.

5 Conclusions

AIDE/WN as it currentlystandsis a proof-of-concept.
It demonstratesthatthe“What’sNew onthisSite” page,
which so many sitessupport,can be customizedon a
per-userbasisin exchangefor addedcomputationand
animpositiononusers’privacy.
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1 – Introduction

 

Consider the World Wide Web as a single, collaboratively-generated artifact. While perhaps not a universally held 
assumption, for the majority of the general public there is little if any distinction between browser and server, between 
Internet as transport layer and the protocols existing upon that transport layer, between an animated GIF image and an 
applet rendering a video clip streaming in real time. There is only the Web.

 

2 – General Context

 

As software engineers interested in the evolution and adaptation of software systems over time in the face of 
evolving user requirements, we are presented with a system the likes of which has never been seen before – a single-
instantiation, non-stop, fault-tolerant, incrementally-upgradable system with millions of users. Let’s consider each of 
these characteristics:
•

 

Single-instantiation

 

: This is our core assumption in this paper. If there is a single Web (ignoring the possibilities 

of several distinct subgraphs comprising a partition of the Web), then we have ‘system’ that as a whole will never 

be supplanted with a replacement – only maintained over time.

•

 

Non-stop

 

: If the Web is the sum of all server and browsers installed on network-connected computers, then it is 

highly unlikely that at any given point in time there is no server in the world not serving some page to some brows-

er for a user’s edification/titillation.

•

 

Fault-tolerant

 

: The number of failure modes on the Web is awe-inspiring; from mean-time-to-failure issues on 

server hardware to Java bean component version mismatches, there is scarcely a way in which an automated sys-

tem can fail that isn’t exhibited on or by the Web. And yet, most people eventually get to what they seek.

 

*

 

•

 

Incrementally-upgradable

 

: The Web is a dramatically open and modular system. There are a multitude of serv-

ers/browsers, a scant few used by the large majority of sites/users and the remainder in use by anywhere down to 

a single organization or individual. It is not uncommon (particularly in academic settings) for a single desktop 

system to have both Netscape and Internet Explorer installed, and frequently multiple versions of the same brows-

er. Users download new browsers effectively at random, with virtually all fielded versions functioning on some 

machine on the network. Server/servlet configurations vary equally widely from site to site and content providers 

update pages sometimes on an hourly basis (consider a weather radar page).

If the Web is to evolve as a system in a controlled fashion, the scale of that control must be carefully chosen. It is out 

of the question to put the entire Web under configuration control or to require all users in the world to migrate to a 

specific version of any browser, let alone a specific browser. Instead, we will consider a number of dimensions of the 

Web as software system, addressing the evolutionary issues of each, with the intent of providing a basis for localized 

evolution. It is at this level that most of the literature regarding Web engineering exists [1, 3, 5, 7].

 

*  

 

Which is not to say that they get what they 

 

want…

 

 The Web is far too large and search engine technology 
just isn’t that good yet.
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3 – Content vs. Infrastructure

 

The assumption we make here is that the 

 

infrastructure

 

 components of the Web – servers, browsers, application 
development environments, etc. – have their own, more traditional life-cycle. While the domain may not yet be well 
understood, we still assume that established techniques for development and evolution apply. Just because a web 
server is a piece of web infrastructure doesn’t alter the nature of C programming and test on a UNIX platform…

Instead, we focus upon the 

 

content

 

 of the Web – the pages, applets, servlets and other program – that the user 
perceives as a seamlessly connected network of textual/graphic structure. Hence, Apache and Communicator are out 
of scope, but an HTML page and its embedded applet are in scope.

The vocabulary of the Web is still evolving. For purposes of discussion, 

 

site

 

 will be used to describe a given 
machine/domain name, 

 

page

 

 will be used to describe a distinct document/artifact (usually corresponding to a file in a 
site’s file system), and 

 

Weblet

 

 will be used to describe a set of interrelated pages developed and maintained by a single 
organization or individual. The definitional boundaries of a Weblet are fuzzy in the same way that the definitional 
boundary of any system are fuzzy, and are normally driven by application context.

 

4 – Two-Dimensional Web Evolution

 

We draw a distinction between the relatively incremental evolution of content 

 

per se

 

 and the more problematic 
evolution of the manner in which that content is expressed. This is a key evolutionary concern for the Web due to the 
extent to which expression issues are exposed to the users. Unlike more traditional applications, end users are 
commonly expected to adapt to changing expression formats on their own.

 

4.1 – Temporal Maintenance of Static Technology

 

Web sites have been well compared in complexity to software systems [10]. An integrated set of Web pages is as 
dependent on well-formed syntax as is any library of procedures or methods in a traditional programming language. 
However, much of the discussion of Web page creation and maintenance functions only on the appearance of a given 
page when rendered in a browser [7]. Little attention is paid to issues of comprehension, navigation or accessibility [8, 
9, 11]. Common errors occurring in Web site development and maintenance include:
•

 

Grammatical errors

 

: simple misspecification of legal HTML tags. This problem was very common in the early 

days of the web, when most pages were hand-crafted.

•

 

HTML version mismatches

 

: more than just a simple grammatical error, this arises when a vendor or HTML ver-

sion-specific construct is used with the presumption that all readers of the page employ a browser compatible with 

that of the author.

•

 

Link target misspecification

 

: few environments provide for automatic construction of a link in a document cur-

rently under maintenance. It is left to the maintainer to validate any new links.

•

 

Link rot

 

: a colorful phrase referring to the invalidation of an existing hyperlink due to the removal or relocation 

of the target page.

•

 

External content format mismatches

 

: In configurations where significant Weblet content resides in pages that 

are not renderable by the browser directly, format issues easily arise when compatible ‘helper’ applications such 

as Acrobat Reader have not been installed or are not available. This frequently is driven by technology migration 

issues.

 

4.2 – Technology Migration

 

Technology migration involves the systematic replacement of one manner of content expression with a (typically) 
newer manner of expression. While not necessarily an inherent problem, it is virtually inescapable on the Web due to 
the lack of infrastructure configuration management, which can only be characterized as chaotic. The whole notion of 
‘Web time’ exemplifies the dramatic rate of change exhibited by the various components technologies on the Web. 
For a Weblet to maintain consistency and utility, all component pages employing a given level of technology (HTML 
versions, Java virtual machines and libraries, etc.) need to migrate to a new level atomically, similar in nature to a 
transaction commitment in a database system. Otherwise, the opportunity arises for a user navigating the Weblet to 
encounter (both forward and backward) version shifts that are incompatible with their infrastructure configuration.
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This aspect of Web evolution is extremely sensitive to granularity. Clearly, a single page can be brought into level 
conformity relatively easily; all potential targets for modification / replacement are local to the page and presumably 
under the same set of authorization rights as is the page itself. This also holds true for small Weblets maintained by a 
single individual. Note, however, that the opportunity for mismatch immediately increases as we move from a single 
page to some number of pages. As Weblet responsibility moves from the individual to the group and to the organization 
as a whole, consistency issues are blocked by differing technology capabilities, organizational boundaries, even 
infrastructure availability. It is at this boundary between single site / small Weblet and multiple site / large Weblet that 
the greatest need for tool support and an engineering perspective exists.

 

5 – A Taxonomy of Content Generation

 

How content is generated can have a significant impact on the ease with which a Weblet can evolve. The current 
state of Web technology offers a broad spectrum of potential architectures:
•

 

Static content, generated and maintained with manual tools

 

: The earliest, and still most common means of 

managing content.

•

 

Static content dynamically wrapped with contextual material (including use of frames)

 

: This offers a sys-

tematic means of providing a common look-and-feel to a Weblet (shared navigation headers/footers, etc.), im-

proving consistency and validity.

•

 

Static content driven from a version management system

 

: this supports rapid deployment / retraction of com-

plete Weblets, avoiding most ‘transactional’ errors for users. This is basically orthogonal to the preceding scenar-

ios.

•

 

Static content wrapping localized active content

 

: this includes both java script mechanisms and applets that do 

not communicate with their server

•

 

Static content wrapping interactive content

 

: extending applets with the ability to communicate with their server 

allows for Web ‘structure’ to adapt to changing server state, without alteration to the Web configuration itself.

•

 

Dynamic content

 

: this includes both CGI programs and servlets. Each has their own set of maintenance issues, 

but share with static content the potential for link rot relating to Web structure not generated within the local ap-

plication. This architecture also exhibits all of the traditional problems of software system evolution, since appli-

cation content is controlled completely programmatically.

Note that this list is really only a partial ordering of architectural variations, with the earlier bullets characterizing sim-

pler systems and the later bullets characterizing more complex systems. This middle entries tend to be somewhat in-

dependent from one another.

 

6 – Towards a Web Process

 

Clearly, Web development can benefit from a recognition of process as important to the success of projects. 
Unfortunately, there is little in the way of engineering culture present and one of the few significant treatments of 
engineering issues for Web content recommends a modified waterfall process, while at the same time cautioning the 
reader regarding the lack of stable requirements and developer domain knowledge [7].

Workshops in Web engineering issues have begun to be held [3, 5], but the majority of papers address 
development and consistency issues (e.g., [6]) rather that evolution issues. Dart’s work in configuration management 
[2] is a beginning, but does not address the granularity issues raised above.

 

7 – Conclusions

 

The Web is a fractal system – challenges apply equally well to a given Web site as they do to the Web as a whole. 
The issues discussed here operate at three distinct levels. At the macro level are very few tools – perhaps only the Web 
search engines, and they only address the Web as a whole as spider fodder. The scale of the Web matched against the 
rate of content change makes macro-level support effectively incomputable.
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At the micro level of a Web page are a dazzling array of tools, most of which are rudimentary at best. Web 
authoring tools such as Netscape Communicator and Adobe PageMill provide a WYSIWYG means of generating 
content (a far cry indeed from the few early tools), but virtually no support for evolution beyond the mere editing of 
existing content.

At the meso level of Weblets are tools that basically are only capable of telling a maintainer what is broken, but 
are unable to effect repairs on their own. Solderitsch clearly identified this as a problem as early as 1996 in his call for 
CAWSE, Computer Aided Web Site Engineering, tools [10]. The opportunity for definition of a new genre of tools 
here is great.
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This paper will provide a high-level overview of Project PINNACLE as a broad conceptual framework for 
including the needs of people with disabilities in our discussion of web site evolution, then conclude with some 
observations about the strategic directions needed for incorporating accessibility into the future web 
infrastructure, with references to web sites for mentioned activities.   

Project PINNACLE [1], an initiative of the US General Services Administration’s Center for Information 
Technology Accommodation, has evolved over the past year to address development of the technological 
infrastructure needed for the emerging Knowledge Age.   Project PINNACLE provides the encompassing 
framework needed for a systems engineering approach to address the component issues:   

!" “Public Information Networks” refer to web sites; 

!" “Accessible” refers to ensuring that all people can fully participate in shaping this infrastructure; 

!" “Collaborative” refers to environments that enable and promote communication among people through 
networked computers; 

!" “Learning” refers to those online environments required to realize lifelong learning goals; 

!" “Environments” refer to the organizational development efforts to align enabling technologies with 
appropriate human resource policies resulting in the overall organizational culture.   

Project PINNACLE has been greatly influenced by the seminal work of Douglas Engelbart, whose 1962 study 
provided a broad framework for viewing the computer as the most sophisticated tool mankind has developed 
as a means to augment a person’s basic capabilities [2] .  His research identified four classes of these 
augmentation means -- artifacts, language, methodology, and training -- which he recognized as being 
organized as a hierarchical system:  the Human, using Artifacts, Language, and Methodology, in which they 
are Trained (the H/LAM-T system).   Within this system, humans and artifacts (software and hardware tools) 
“comprise the only physical components of the H/LAM-T system.  It is upon their combined capabilities that the 
ultimate capability of the system will depend... Exchange across this ‘interface’ occurs when an explicit-human 
process is coupled to an explicit-artifact process.”   The implications of this H/LAM-T system for accessibility 
stems from the realization that accessibility issues are essentially contained within the realm of  user interface 
design.  The major barrier that has arisen for people with disabilities with currently implemented technologies 
is that the predominant (but implicit) assumption guiding design has been that there is a uniform set of 
explicitly-human capabilities -- no disabilities, or that everyone has full visual, auditory, motor, and cognitive 
capabilities -- for which software and hardware tools can be developed.  To correct this inaccurate 
assumption, universal design principles [3] have been developed which essentially state that no function 
should require the exclusive use of a particular (sensory or motor dexterity) capability. In other words, human 
interface should be designed to take full advantage of each person’s capabilities while extending the tool’s 
capabilities as necessary.  For software developers, the overarching principle is to implement a multimodal 
design whereby all major features can be performed in a variety of ways.  

 Web Accessibility 

The first two PINNACLE components are being addressed extensively through the work of the World Wide 
Web Consortium’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) [4].  This effort has developed a five-part strategy:  1) 
ensuring that Web technologies support accessibility; 2) developing guidelines for accessibility; 3) developing 
tools to evaluate & facilitate accessibility; 4) conducting education and outreach; and 5) coordinating with 
research and development.  The guidelines activity is subsequently comprised of three-parts:   Web Content,  

http://www.itpolicy.gsa.gov/cita
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Authoring Tools, and User Agents.  The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines are intended for webmasters 
and content developers; Authoring Tools Accessibility Guidelines are intended for the developers of HTML 
editors, document conversion tools, and other tools that generate Web content from databases; and User 
Agents Accessibility Guidelines are intended for developers of software that accesses Web content, 
examples including graphical, text, and voice browsers, multimedia players, and some software assistive 
technologies used in conjunction with browsers such as screen readers, screen magnifiers, and voice 
recognition software.  One of the best aspects of this work is the recognition that the guidelines fall into three 
categories --Priority 1 denotes those issues that must be met or some people will not be able to access the 
content; Priority 2 denotes those issues that must be met or some disability groups will be at a disadvantage 
(such as taking substantially longer or expending considerably more effort to complete a task); and Priority 3 
provides a means for recognizing best practices or techniques with respect to accessibility.   

Other activities in the accessibility area include the IEEE Internet Best Practice standards working group [5], 
ANSI/HFES 200 standard [6], and the NCITS Information Technology Accommodation Study Group. This 
study group is determining the feasibility of an Alternative Interface Interaction Protocol (AIIP) [7] that would 
enable communication among multiple technologies working together to provide human-computer interfaces.   
One of the driving factors influencing this dynamic area is the passage of the Rehablitation Act Amendents of 
1998 (PL 105-220), which mandate that electronic and information technology acquired by the federal 
government must be accessible for people with disabilities, with standards integrated into the Federal 
Acquistion Regulations and enforcement by August 7, 2000 (more information is available at reference [1]). 

Collaborative Environments 

While the development of personal environments that can enhance each person’s information-handling 
capabilities are important, the ability to leverage these enhanced capabilities for groups of people working 
together is the logical extension.  The increasing importance of groupware cannot be overemphasized.  While 
there are many definitions of groupware [8], the best groupware environments -- whether real-time 
(synchronous) or anytime (asynchronous) -- provide a shared virtual environment that facilitates team 
communication and working together.  

These shared environments add another level of complexity to the human-computer interface, because the 
groupware interface must also provide support for human-human collaboration. Each member in a group has 
their own personal interface with a computer, plus interface considerations for fostering interpersonal 
interactions.  Properly implemented, groupware builds a bridge between humans by making the networked 
computer to networked computer interactions as transparent as possible.  The goal for collaborative 
environments is that an organization with all members having a disability should be completely 
indistinguishable from one with no disabled employees from the customer perspective. 

Learning Environments 

Early attempts at computer-based education too often automated traditional practices such as fill-in-the-blank 
and multiple choice quizzes.  These attempts did not take advantage of the computer as a new medium, which 
Roger Schank expresses as:  “[making] exciting learning environments.   And you can do that very well 
without a computer, but computers offer the possibility for revolutionary change...   Is this possible? Absolutely, 
but computers are part of the fix.   They're part of the fix because right now it's really not possible to have 
individualized, one-on-one, learn-by-doing situations.  The kind that we who have studied the mind know is the 
right way.  ”[9]  In addition to individual learning environments, computers also offer the capability of 
supporting collaborative learning.  As articulated by the Lotus Institute, “The Learning Team Centered 
approach creates an environment in which knowledge emerges and is shared through the collaboration of 
individuals within learning teams.   An assumption of this model is that changes in mental models and 
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behaviors occur most successfully through a Learning Team Centered approach.   In a learning team, 
expertise and prior knowledge are explicitly incorporated into the knowledge transfer process with the creation 
of new knowledge as the result.   The Learning Team Centered approach is most effective in[ 10 ] 

In developing online learning environments, it is critical that the education and software engineering 
communities work together to not only consider requirements for pedagogically soundness, but also address 
the needs of people with disabilities.  Too many of our current courseware environments require exclusive use 
of visual and/or high degrees of manual dexterity that at best leave people with these disabilities at a 
disadvantage, or at worst preclude their participation is these educational opportunities.   

 

[Organizational] Environments 

The key to successful implementation of these groupware and learning environments is often the alignment 
and coordination of human resource policies and technological infrastructures to mutually support each other.   
Working in these environments is quite different, leading to widespread changes in the organizational culture.  
While somewhat out of the original scope of focusing on web accessibility, the PINNACLE efforts (particularly 
Douglas Engelbart’s Bootstrap Alliance and accessibility) has identified the need to explicitly focus on human-
centered computing. 
Too much of our discussions are focused solely on the technology, rather than on using technology to enable 
and improve communication among people.  While the goal to enable each person to be independent to the 
greatest degree possible is desirable, our discussions also focus almost exclusively on individuals, although 
the increasing complexity we are faced with in addressing societal issues is demanding greater collaboration 
among people. 

Another area that needs more focus is encouraging and enabling communications among people with 
disabilities.   For example, identifying four disabilities -- visual, hearing, cognitive, and motor -- would lead to 
15 (2 raised to the 4th power, minus 1) possible combinations.   By the way, this would best be presented to 
visually-oriented people in a Venn diagram with four overlapping circles (Figure 1).   These 15 combinations 
would include the 4 disability groups by themselves, 6 pairs, 4 groups of three, and one of all four (which is 
“Universal Design” ).   Given the predominant reductionist perspective, most of our attention  has been 
focused on each of the four disability areas, with recent attention given to addressing all four areas 
simultaneously (“Universal Design”), although many advocates within the cognitive disability area would argue 
that their needs have not been adequately addressed to date. 
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Strategic Directions 

WAI Guidelines Framework:  Employing a systems engineering perspective would lead to a framework for 
depicting the relationships among the Web Content, Authoring Tools, and User Agent guidelines and how they 
work together to provide the overall web experience for each person.   

Enabling direct communication among people with disabilities:  This would be one of the most strategic 
ways to address accessibility issues.  Assistive technology has progressed to the point where we can enable a 
blind person and deaf person to communicate directly (a blind person using a TTY software package with a 
screen reader).   To what degree can the other pairs be addressed -- visual and cognitive, visual and motor, 
hearing and motor, hearing and cognitive, cognitive and motor? 

Connectivity Models:   To date, there has been a widespread (but implicit) assumption that there will be 
constant, always reliable connectivity with the Internet - the “Always Connected” model.  While this might 
eventually be achieved, more (explicit) attention needs to be given to the alternative “Connect as Necessary” 
model which would extend the 3-tier client/server architecture developed for corporate internal LANs to the 
Web.  The result would be that a person could be self-reliant within their local environment to the greatest 
extent possible, only connecting to distributed resources over the web when necessary.   

Ubiquitous Distributed Learning Environments: In a keynote speech at Lotusphere ‘99, Nobel Laureate 
Gary S. Becker discussed the economic implications of extending the United States postsecondary education 
model to other countries, noting that this would require building 14,000 new universities in India and 20,000 
new universities in China!  His conclusion was that the emerging Knowledge Age would require widespread 
use of distributed [web-based] education. [11]  It is imperative that these distributed learning environments be 
accessible for people with disabilities. 

Organizational Development:  Two ideas that warrant further attention in guiding web site evolution are 
COncurrent Development, Integration and Application of Knowledge (CoDIAK) [12], as articulated by 
Douglas Engelbart, will be a core strategic capability for Knowledge-based organizations, and the 
Appreciation, Influence and Control process model developed by William E. Smith [13].   

Long-Range R&D:    Two prominent government reports that are guiding the long-range research and 
development efforts to address the concerns raised in this paper are the National Research Council’s More 
Than Screen Deep:  Toward Every-Citizen Interfaces to the Nation’s Information Infrastructure [14]and the 
recent President’s Information Technology Advisory Committee (PITAC) report to the President, Information 
Technology Research:  Investing in Our Future. [15] 
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WEB SITE EVOLUTION: DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING FOR 
THE FUTURE 
 
Lisa Schmeiser 
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There are three areas that website developers should focus on before they begin building, overhauling, or 
repairing a website. In the following pages, those areas and specific focal areas are outlined for discussion. 
 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Developing a site requires canny strategy and intelligent implementation, but you need to step back a level 
and look at the project that’s calling for that strategy and implementation. Therefore, your first focus should 
be on project-management, or the practice of running the website-remodeling endeavor you’re about to 
start. The three tenets below explain how to think like a smart website maintainer. 
 
Always have a long-term plan 
One of the unfortunate side-effects of working in Net Time is that many web development teams find 
themselves working in reactive mode rather than proactive mode. They build sites as an effort to address 
the features or mission a competitor has recently debuted. As a result, the majority of planning time and 
effort go toward shaping the site as a response to another site instead of developing a site that strives to 
represent its creators and serve its audience in the best possible capacity. 
 
Instead of playing on the defensive, website developers should adopt a different approach to their site’s 
ongoing improvement: working on building their site at their pace. Users are rarely pitting one site against 
another: the Web is too big for that kind of competition. Instead, they’re looking for sites that perform 
distinct tasks better than similar sites. Most users are intelligent to know that the first site to offer a new 
feature may not be the best executor of that feature, so you should remove the false pressure of competitor 
launches from your development cycle.  
 
Avoid imitating others in an effort to get ahead. What your team should be doing is answering the 
following questions: 
• What does our site already do well? What does it do better than any related sites? How does it do this? 
• What do our users associate with our site? Why do they come visit us? 
• What do we want our site to do better? Why? 
• How can we make this improved function the best example out there? 
 
It’s all right to go to your competitor’s sites and check them out; doing comparative research will often help 
you hone your own sense of how you want your website to work. But don’t let your competition set the 
pace. Ultimately, it doesn’t matter who’s first out of the gate with a new website. What counts is who does 
the best job. 
 
 
Weigh strategy and implementation equally 
I recently excused myself from a project that anticipated 90 days for business strategy and only 30 days to 
build the site. My rationale? My job entails figuring out how to translate business objectives and design 
specs into bug-free code and clickable sites. If the realization of the project wasn’t going to be given the 
same priority as the planning, chances were high that the implementation and maintenance of the site were 
going to be a pressure-packed nightmare. 
 
This is another area where the misperception that websites spring into creation overnight really hurts the 
sites in the long run. A good website is more than a viable idea and a great interface; it includes a well-
thought-out backend structure, a code library that anticipates future expansion, and a rigorous testing 
regime before going public. When you skimp on the technical development time, you skimp on the time 
frame for finding elegant and flexible implementations for the strategic goals you’ve set up. 



 
To prevent the phenomena of spec’ing castles in the air and allowing no time for building, retool your 
strategy process: for every strategic goal your team comes up with, attach a timeline and resource 
assessment to meeting that goal. It ruins some of the fun, but it gives so-called “strategists” a clue as to 
what it takes to fulfill their goals. The result translates into either a scaled-down project or more realistic 
deadlines – either of which is good news for the implementation team. 
 
Apply a fine filter 
A fine filter is a polite term for one that catches a lot of hogwash, or other farm animal byproducts of your 
choosing. Because of the rapid-fire pace in website development, there’s a real temptation to let software 
and hardware vendors forecast the trends for you and provide solutions to problems you didn’t even know 
you had. Avoid the temptation, and subject your technology to a rigorous screening. Before incorporating 
any new web-based technology – be it markup, software, or hardware – ask yourself the following: 
• Will this solution save me time? 
• Does it fill a need I already have? 
• Does it fill a need I knew I had before hearing about this product/technique? 
• Will this solution save me resources? 
• Will this solution make my life easier in the long run? 
• Is this a technology that works well with other, already-implemented technologies? 
• Will this technology be time-intensive to extract from my system if I decide to replace is? 
 
If the answer to any of these questions is “no,” reconsider the benefits you’d reap from the latest, greatest 
technology trend. The last question you should ask yourself is: would it be easier or more effective for me 
to build the solution myself? If the answer is yes, give the idea serious consideration. 
 
 
STRAT EGY 
This is the stage in website development where you analyze what’s working on your site, what’s not 
working, and what you plan to do to build a better version of the product you already have. This stage sets 
the priorities and goals for the implementation stage, so it’s important to keep a clear focus on the reasons 
you’re upgrading or maintaining your site. 
 
Don’t forget why you’re building the site 
If you cannot clearly articulate what your site does and how it does it, you’re in trouble. You’re in trouble 
because you’ve forgotten why you’re paying attention to the site. Finally, you’re in trouble because you’re 
probably putting a lot of time and brainpower into something that’s not even remotely related to the site 
you have or the one you want to build. 
 
Know what the site’s goals are. Articulate them clearly, as calls to action.  It will probably help your team 
if you separate your company’s goals for the site from your goals for the user experience on the site. Your 
user could care less if you’re hoping to make an extra $10 million per quarter; they care about buying what 
they want, when they want it. Conversely, the nice folks in accounting aren’t losing sleep over the 
placement of a navigation bar; they want that extra revenue. Your job as a strategist is to figure out how 
one type of site goal can fulfill the other. 
 
 
Reduce, reuse, recycle 
Your goal in upgrading, expanding, or repairing the site should be to do as little as possible. Keeping this in 
mind, if you’re planning to revamp or expand an existing website, always ask yourself the question, “what 
do we do now that already works?” 
 
Too many sites don’t take inventory of their assets and think of ways to reuse them in later versions. As a 
result, they throw out the qualities or functions that their users wanted. Alternately, sites don’t take 
advantage of whatever already works, so the development teams spend valuable time reinventing the wheel 
with every release of the site. Or – and this is the most common scenario – the development team takes the 



“reduce, reuse, recycle” adage only halfway and ends up smashing a new front end onto an existing 
website, thus making for a very ugly and functionally confusing user experience. 
 
Therefore, team members involved in website strategy meetings should always ask: what do we have that 
we can use it again, and how can we seamlessly integrate it into the new site? 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
This last stage reifies all the ideas and goals generated in the strategy stage. In addition to converting all the 
strategy goals from bullet points to a tangible website, this stage is also vulnerable to introducing functional 
errors or legacy issues through deadline crunches or mismatches between site goals and technology used to 
implement them. Therefore, it’s in your best interests to build intelligently and balance short-term deadlines 
against long-term resource expenditures and benefits. Surprisingly, the best implementation steps you can 
take are not directly related to the technology, but to the people who will be using that technology. 
 
Don’t be afraid to say no 
The last large-scale project I worked on called for us to patch a content server to an application server; the 
application server would then patch into an Oracle database, which was itself receiving periodic data 
dumps from a mainframe. The links in this chain of servers and data repositories were a series of Java 
beans meant to act as containers for data and translators for queries up and down the backend chain. The 
team in charge of the Java beans was given a ridiculously tight deadline; the leader assured us he’d meet 
the deadline. 
 
You can guess what happened next: burdened by the lack of time and too much to do, his team turned in 
most of its work late and untested. As a result, work in the production environment crashed constantly; 
diagnosing the problems and fixing them took twice as long because we couldn’t tell if the problem was in 
the Java beans or the separate parts they were supposed to link. As a result, the site launched four weeks 
later than planned. If the team leader had asked for an extra week – or demanded it – and backed up his 
argument with a likely rush scenario, the site could have been only a week over deadline. 
 
The moral of the story: always weigh deadline demands against the steps you know you need to do in order 
to do the job right the first time. Be sure to factor in time for testing – both drafting the test plan and 
executing it – and pad the schedule for mishaps. I know this is counter-intuitive in the fast-paced, high-
intensity development environment we all think is normal, but it’s better to plan for the worst and produce 
the best possible product than it is to plan for the best and scramble like mad when the unanticipated 
happens. 
 
Remember the human factor 
The most critical factor in the implementation stage is a project’s personnel. The greatest intangible 
resources and assets exist in the team members’ heads – find ways to get that knowledge out of their heads 
and into the code. 
 
Documentation is one good way; establishing and maintaining clear lines of communication is another. 
Strategy phases tend to be very well-documented, but the deadline rush and detail-oriented work of 
implementation often squeeze out meeting notes, email summaries, or how-tos detailing the considerations 
and solutions leading to a successful technical implementation. 
 
Take the time to establish and maintain these channels, and to encourage their use among team members. 
The shared knowledge is a time-saver in future iterations. It prevents redundant work and alerts you to 
production pitfalls ahead of time. 
 
SUMMARY 
The focuses described above may seem either obvious or counter-intuitive to the working practices you 
think lead to successful websites, but they address a basic dilemma facing everyone in web development: 
how to maximize previous effort and learn from mistakes while still maintaining a competitive 
development pace. The solution lays in addressing how people work first. 
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Abstract 
This position paper discusses the inherent difficulties 

caused by data-driven as well as user-interface-driven 
evolution of Web sites.  New data requirements arise in 
order to accommodate new data sources, or to delete and 
change existing data. User interfaces are constantly 
evolving to suit new customer requirements or to take 
advantages of new technologies. Maintaining the integrity 
and security of the data is of utmost importance, but the 
aesthetics and usability of the site are equally important. 
This is especially true in the eCommerce arena. Users with 
non-technical backgrounds are doing business using the 
Web as a communication medium. Furthermore the Web 
itself has allowed the integration of data sources not 
previously possible. These issues are particularly pertinent 
for library Web sites.  In our position paper, we evaluate 
current technologies and identify the lack of separation 
between user interface and data structure concerns as a 
major cause for evolution and maintenance problems in 
web site design.  

1. Background 

Currently, the World Wide Web is dramatically changing 
how information is gathered and distributed by institutions, 
companies, and consumers. During the past four years, the 
number of Web sites has increased from about 23,500 (June 
1995) to 7,078,194 (August 1999) [1]. A major driving 
force behind this development has been the increasing 
popularity of Web-based services in the private sector.  The 
Web, with its user friendly and less intimidating interface, 
has been broadly accepted by the public.  In contrast to 
other Internet-based information services like ftp and 
gopher, the Web was specifically developed for browsing 
complex multi-site information networks using graphical 
visualization and simple point&click navigation techniques. 
This paradigm has enabled even inexperienced users to 
explore this new medium without having to learn a textual 
command language.  

The success of a Web site is due not only to the 
usefulness of the data it represents but also to the 
accessibility of the information by the average user. Web 
sites evolve to accommo date changes in the data 
represented by the Web site or to accommodate 
modifications in how this data is accessed, i.e., changes to  

 

the user interface.  The following section describes these 
two aspects of Web site evolution in more detail. Section 3 
dis cusses several techniques for integrating data and its 
representation in information based Web sites. The 
remainder of the paper focuses on a specific application 
domain of Web-based information services, electronic 
library gateways. Section 4 gives an introduction to the 
central issues in this area, whereas Section 5 describes a 
specific project with the McPherson library of the 
University of Victoria.  

2. Web Site Evolution - two sides of the coin 

This section describes some of the challenges resulting 
from data driven and user interface driven evolution. 

2.1 Data evolution 

The necessity to modify the structure of data maintained in 
information systems causes severe update problems in 
today’s software industry. Prominent examples of this 
phenomenon include the Y2K-Problem [2] and the Euro-
conversion [3]. We can transfer many lessons learned in the 
development of traditional Information Systems (IS) to the 
domain of net-centric information systems.  One important 
lesson to be learned from IS research is the requirement to 
separate data from its representation and from the business 
logic which processes the data.  The failure to separate the 
data from the business logic in legacy software systems 
developed in the 60’s and 70’s resulted in complex 
reengineering problems. The reason for these problems is 
that the data, business logic, and external representations 
are highly dependent on one another which implies 
complicated updates in the case of a change in the data 
structures (meta data), business rules or user interface. The 
introduction of standardized file access systems (e.g., SAM, 
ISAM) and database management systems (DBMS) 
contributed to a decoupling of this tight integration in IS. 
The middleware and view mechanisms of modern DBMS 
allows developers to hide many details about the internal 
representation of a logical data structure from the rest of the 
application code.  As a benefit, changes caused by data 
evolution can be performed more locally.  

We expect that similar techniques will prove beneficial for 
maintaining complex, data-intensive Web sites. However, 
there are additional challenging problems which need to be 
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solved.  For example, with net-centric IS, an important 
goal is to develop technologies that facilitate the 
integration of several distributed and heterogeneous data 
sources. Today, an increasing number of successful Web 
sites maintain only a small amount of original data 
content but provide categorized and annotated pointers to 
other data sources.  

Given the predicted popularity of eCommerce, Web 
based information systems, such as airline-independent 
best-price flight reservation systems and electronic library 
gateways, will gain even more importance in the future. 
Such information systems need to be flexible as they 
evolve rapidly due to the integration of additional data 
sources and to changes in the user interfaces. Some 
central issues to consider are:  how to harmonize different 
heterogeneous data structures; how to deal with 
overlapping data; and how to enforce consistency 
constraints (e.g., transaction management). Similar issues 
have been encountered for several years in the domain of 
distributed and federated DBMS [11].  However, since 
this research is based on assumptions of a relatively small 
and fixed number of participating data sources, the results 
have to be reevaluated with respect to the scale and 
dynamics of Web-based information management. 

2.2 User interface evolution 

The user interface of a Web site may be viewed as an 
external representation of the data or information 
contained in a site. Users need to interact with Web sites 
either to find specific information or to browse and 
explore for more knowledge about a particular subject.  In 
addition, users often have to input data (particularly in 
eCommerce applications) such as their address or product 
ordering information. In essence, Web site user interface 
design is as complex a task as application user interface 
design.  Indeed the user interface of many applications are 
currently slowly migrating to Web based interfaces.   

User interface design is without doubt a challenging 
problem. A good design is usually the result of several 
iterations. One of the problems with a Web based 
information system is that the pressure to evolve is 
persistent as users demand updated or new information as 
soon as or even before it becomes available.  More 
sophisticated users are also requesting all the bells and 
whistles that are provided by the latest browsers and 
software tools.  In contrast to this, more and more non-
technical users are seeking simple, easy-to-learn and 
intuitive interfaces.  Novices do not want to download and 
install plug-ins and they are often not aware that there is 
yet another version of the default browser.  These 
conflicting styles of usage lead to difficulties when 
making design decisions during site design. 

In the next section, we review several existing 
technologies for building Web based information systems 
and discuss the impact of these techniques on data 
evolution and user interface evolution. 

3. Techniques to integrate data and its 
presentation on the Web 

In 1992, Connolly introduced the first specification of 
the Hyper Text Markup language (HTML) as a means to 
describe Web pages. Although several extensions of 
HTML have been proposed and implemented (e.g., forms, 
images and frames), the basic approach has not changed 
in principle: data is described as text enclosed by 
formatting directives (HTML tags). While this solution 
has proven sufficient for static information such as 
advertisements and contact information for companies 
and organizations, it is hardly viable to maintain complex 
information that is updated frequently. 

The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) has been 
introduced to process and represent more dynamic 
information contents. It allows the developer to embed 
programs or scripts in HTML pages. These programs are 
written in various languages and permit the storage and 
retrieval of data from a Web server. This technique is 
widely used in combination with HTML forms to access 
data in files or databases from the Web. However, with 
respect to maintenance and evolution issues for complex 
Web information systems, the CGI approach causes 
significant update problems. This is because CGI scripts, 
which serve as mediators between the data and their 
HTML representation, are “hard-coded” at a low level of 
abstraction.  Each change in the meta-data or in the 
external HTML interface requires a change to these 
scripts. This means a significant update and subsequent 
testing overhead for complex applications such as large 
product catalogs.  

An attempt to raise the level of abstraction for the 
coupling between data and representations are dedicated 
HTML-database gateways offered by multiple DBMS and 
third party vendors [4]. These solutions enable developers 
to embed database queries directly into HTML 
documents.   Still, the queries and the HTML form have 
to be updated when the meta data evolves. Another 
approach which provides better support for data evolution 
is HTML generators for databases, e.g., Ardent 
Software’s O2Web. [5], which support the automatic 
generation of HTML representations for data objects 
without any additional programming.  Each object has a 
generic HTML presentation. Programmers can customize 
these HTML production methods by overloading the 
system-supplied methods. The most important 
disadvantage of such solutions is that they are targeted to 
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a specific DBMS platform and do not support the 
integration of heterogeneous data sources. 

Recently, the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [6] 
has been proposed as a successor to HTML. XML is in 
fact a superset of HTML.  A key feature of XML is that 
the semantics of the tags used are not predefined (as in 
HTML). The XML document defines the (data) structure 
of a Web page while its external representation is defined 
separately by another specification written in the 
Extensible Style Language (XSL) [6]. XML browsers, if 
used broadly as a substitution for HTML-based systems, 
would enable the user interface design to be more 
independent from the actual data content. 

Another platform independent approach which enables 
access to heterogeneous data sources employs Java 
applets in combination with the Java DabataBase 
Connectivity (JDBC) [7]. Currently this solution is rarely 
used for accessing data at Web sites.  It is likely to 
become increasingly popular because it allows the Web 
server to distribute data-oriented computations among its 
clients.  But a remaining problem is that the client 
software has to be updated whenever the applet changes. 
If multiple data sources have to be accessed, 
maintainability can be improved by employing object-
oriented integration services like CORBA and COM [8]. 
Such services facilitate encapsulation of distributed data 
sources and enhance their robustness against 
modifications.  These techniques are slowly being 
adopted. 

4. Electronic libraries 

The vast variety of services offered through the Web 
makes it hard to find an approach to tackle the problem of 
Web site evolution in general. Therefore, we are initially 
restricting our research to a specific application domain, 
electronic libraries. Today, an increasing number of 
libraries employ computers to maintain an electronic 
database of their catalogs. Traditionally, search and order 
services have been provided by dedicated information 
terminals provided in the libraries. Recently, many 
libraries have started to migrate these services to the Web. 
This migration has several benefits: 

• Users can access the library 24 hours a day from their 
offices or homes.  This improves the accessibility of 
catalog information and reduces the effort required to 
maintain numerous information terminals. 

• Many new library users have previous experiences with 
other Web-based services.  This means they can 
search and browse the library with little training; 

• Catalogs of remote libraries and bibliographic services 
can be integrated within the library gateway. 

This last point is probably the most important benefit 
of Web-based library services although significant 
interoperability and evolution problems arise with the 
integration of different library catalogs. Because of these 
problems most current electronic libraries provide only 
superficial integration: they offer similar user interfaces 
for different data sources but rely almost entirely on 
human intelligence to provide coherence for the content. 
Deep data integration of library data has been identified 
as a "grand challenge" research problem because of the 
heterogeneous and evolutionary nature of the different 
data sources [9]. Still, this deep data integration is of 
crucial importance, if we are to tackle open issues like 
overlapping and complementary data and the presentation 
of uniform and consistent query results to the users.  Most 
current research efforts are located in between these two 
extremes. They aim to establish a standardized protocol 
for library database integration and information retrieval. 
Since 1995, ANSI/NISO has developed the Information 
Retrieval Standard  Z39.50 which has been accepted by 
ISO in late 1996 [10].  Lunau and Turner of the National 
Library of Canada summarize experiences with this new 
standard [10]. They report that in principle, the uniform 
interface works well as a data integration platform. Still, 
they point out that the key issue which remains is how to 
create and maintain a valid mapping between the data 
objects and attributes of the individual databases and the 
uniform access layer. 

 

5. Case study: McPherson Library Gateway 

The McPherson library is a significant library used by 
thousands of students and researchers at the University of 
Victoria.  The library has a well established Web presence 
(called the McPherson Library Gateway).  The Gateway 
is used for accessing information about the library’s 
physical collections and provides access to electronic 
indices and texts.  Despite their best efforts, the 
McPherson library staff are overwhelmed by the amount 
of electronic information that is now available.  Currently, 
the library includes over 60 different indices for articles.  
They have realized that the current Web site architecture 
is neither scalable nor flexible enough to suit these rapid 
changes and needs to be updated.   

To solve this problem, they bought a number of dedicated 
Z39.50 middleware products to integrate the different data 
sources. We are collaborating with the library 
management to offer our expertise in data evolution and 
user interface evolution during the reengineering of their 
Web site architecture.  Some of the issues we will focus 
on are described in the following paragraphs.   

    Scalability:   The current architecture of the Gateway 
Web site cannot scale to handle the increasing number of 
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students using the service.  In addition, it is becoming 
increasingly cumbersome to integrate electronic catalogs, 
journals and texts that become available almost on a daily 
basis.  The architecture needs to support easy insertion 
and deletion of data resources as well as provide a 
consistent set of user interfaces to these new resources. 
Peak usage times should be considered, for example, just 
before midterm exams.  Furthermore, the architecture 
should be able to support multiple site maintainers 
working concurrently. 

Flexibility:   The design needs to be flexible so that 
data resources and information needs, not currently 
envisioned, can be integrated in the future.  For example, 
the current architecture does not allow users to 
concurrently search through video and book collections.  
Possible future changes may allow users to search through 
musical resources or even digital videos online. The 
current library card system is very homogeneous with 
respect to the varied nature and granularity of the 
resources it represents.  Each card has a set number of 
fields and works fairly well for written material.  The 
future architecture will need to provide access to more 
heterogeneous data resources and should provide access 
to information and their components at varying levels of 
granularity. 

Consistency:  The Web site will need to provide a 
consistent set of user interfaces to many different 
resources.  In addition, many of the users will have had 
experience or will quickly gain experience as they use or 
link to other library Web sites.  Consistency across 
multiple libraries is especially important.  

  
Usability:  The Gateway Web site will become in 

essence a virtual library.  Although it will not be housed 
in a concrete building, it is still important for the patrons 
to achieve a sense of presence as they browse the site.  
Such characteristics will improve the usability of the site. 
The user interface needs to be suitable for many different 
user profiles, such as students, researchers, teachers, 
graduate students and members of the public.  The 
characteristics for each of these user groups will need to 
be collected and continually updated as the sophistication 
of each of these user groups continues to evolve. 

Information retrieval research shows that there are two 
main styles of navigation:  searching and browsing,.  
Users frequently switch between these two activities. 
While browsing, many users don't always know what they 
are looking for, or may not know the correct label to use 
during a search.  The site should impose a structure on the 
information so that the library patrons can create their 
own personal paths to the information they require. Users 
may also want to create customized views of the library 
for their own purposes. 

Maintainability:  The architecture design needs to be 
such that it would be relatively easy to add, update or 
delete heterogeneous data resources. Maintainers will 
have the task of deciding which catalogs and electronic 
journals/text library to add or remove from the site.  In 
addition, they will also have to deal with the ambiguity in 
cataloging items as they become available.  However, 
certain business processes may be simplified such as book 
recalls, holds and fines for overdue articles.  Other 
concerns are training issues for the site maintainers and 
the library patrons 

To date we have begun preliminary discussions with 
the library management.  They are enthusiastic about our 
involvement, as their task is a very challenging one.  We 
hope to be able to suggest solutions that will ensure that 
the new architecture for their Web site will be suitable for 
many years. Although we will be considering a library 
information system, the results should be generalizable to 
other applications. 
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Abstract 

The nature of software engineering as currently practiced is being dramatically altered by the 
Web. In the past, a software engineer could prosper with knowledge of basic algorithms and data 
structures, being proficient at a few programming languages, and having rudimentary project 
management skills. In today’s net-centric world, the skills required by a software engineer have 
increased dramatically. New types of expertise, including distributed component technology, 
computer security, and Internet standards like XML, are becoming core knowledge areas. To 
successfully perform Web site evolution, one mu st become a renaissance software engineer, with 
knowledge that is both broad and deep. 

Keywords: software engineering, Web, renaissance, net-centric computing, evolution 

1 Introduction 
Many people say that the world is becoming so complex that no one can know everything. This is, of 
course, self evident. But many people take this to be true even in their chosen discipline. For example, in 
computer science, if someone is a “theory” person, the assumption is they can’t be a “network” person too. 
The very nature of a Ph.D. degree is to focus on a very narrow problem space; it becomes difficult to widen 
one’s perspective afterwards. 

Yet today’s software applications are in fact moving in the opposite direction. It is true that no one can 
know everything about a particular area. But to be successful in today’s net-centric and Web-enabled 
world, one now needs to know a lot about a lot; ignorance of other areas is no longer an agreeable position. 
There are now so many different aspects to application software that there is a (re)emergence of the 
renaissance person, one who is comfortable operating in several disciplines, one who readily moves 
between computer science, software engineering, and information technology. The complexity of system 
construction and evolution in a Web-oriented world is driving this renaissance. 

A software engineer from a previous era needed to know about computer science issues such as algorithms 
and data structures, operating systems, programming languages, and so on. They also needed to be aware of 
non-technical issues such as project management, effort estimation, and risk analysis. Today’s software 
engineer engaged in Web site evolution activities needs to know all these things—and more. One might ask 
why should a competent C programmer need to be a network security expert and a database expert as well. 
The answer is that these are just some of the new skills required of the new renaissance software engineer. 

As depicted in Figure 1, terminology related to Web  site evolution activities is voluminous and suffers 
from acronym overload. Further complicating matters, there are several different terms are often used to 
refer to essentially the same thing. The following sections provide brief commentary on three specific 
topics that are rapidly emerging as essential areas of expertise: distributed component technology, 
computer security, and Internet standards. 
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2 Distributed Component Technology 
The emergence of distributed component technology (DCT) is one of the most important developments for 
the Web. DCT is essentially a combination of software components and a middleware infrastructure. 
However, each area (components and middleware) is itself quite complex. Components have their genesis 
in object-oriented programming (OOP) techniques. Middleware has evolved from work on distributed 
computing, software development environments, and repositories.  

A component is an independently deliverable package of software services [Brown 97]. Each component 
has three facets:  

1. A specification that describes what a component does 

2. An implementation design that describes how it does it  

3. An executable that delivers that capability on a designated platform 

There are different approaches to providing components following different standards for creating each of 
these three facets.  For example, Microsoft provides the Component Object Model (COM) and ActiveX 
components for Web-enabled applications. Sun provides Java Beans. Component-based development 
(CBD) refers to the tools and techniques that enable construction of applications from new and pre-built 
components. 

An important aspect of any component-based approach is the distribution mechanism used to deploy the 
components and to facilitate their communication with one another and with commonly-provided system 
services. There are currently three basic distribution infrastructure approaches: 

1. DCOM/COM+/DNA, as advocated by Microsoft 

Figure 1: Acronym Soup 
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2. Java/RMI and Jini, as espoused by Sun Microsystems  

3. CORBA, as proposed by The Object Management Group (OMG) 

One of the reasons DCT is so important in today’s software engineering efforts is its supporting role in 
Web-enabled applications. Migrating legacy systems from single-tier mainframes to a modern 3-tier 
architecture relies on DCT capabilities. For example, in making components available from the database 
back-end through the application server to the accessing client across a network.  

There is little doubt that DCT is an intricate technology area. There are few areas of computer science or 
software engineering that are in such a state of flux as DCT. The technology is changing extremely rapidly, 
driven in part by demands placed on Web-enabled applications. Moreover, there remains little agreement 
upon basic issues from the major players in the industry. However, DCT offers significant advantages to 
current application engineering. It also brings to the fore one issue that has been historically under-
developed by software engineers: security.  

3 Computer Security 
One of the most important areas in current information systems theory and practice is computer security. 
The growth of the Internet and heterogeneous application environments has placed an increased emphasis 
on security as a first-class quality attribute [Barbacci 95]. Previously treated as an add-on in most software 
efforts, security is now a primary concern of network-based and Web-enabled systems [West-Brown 98]. 
Security is an essential aspect of Web site evolution; improving security policies and implementations for 
large-scale Web sites is a very common and increasingly important activity in the current Internet climate. 

Becoming knowledgeable about security can be a daunting task. It is an area that is rapidly changing, is 
very broad, and requires significant commitment. As new applications are brought onto the market, new 
security risks arise in tandem. In some cases, new standards are proposed that appear to be secure, but their 
implementations are flawed. Witness the seemingly endless series of patches to the major Web browsers 
that users must apply to secure their computers when connected to the Internet.  

To be proficient in security requires at least a passing familiarity with topics that include encryption 
techniques, digital certificates, and computer viruses. Each of these areas in turn requires specialized 
expertise in itself. Becoming adept at any of these areas requires steadfast effort , primarily because it is a 
very unforgiving subject. For example, knowledge of “a few” computer viruses is not sufficient; you need 
to know about most (if not all) of them. Otherwise, a new virus will undoubtedly emerge that can 
compromise your system. Computer security is an area that requires a winner-take-all mentality; there is 
rarely room for “good enough” protection when your Web-based enterprise depends on it. 

Given the current push to add electronic commerce (e-commerce) to existing Web sites, security has 
become particularly important. This type of enhancement is potentially very lucrative for an organization, 
but it is also fraught with peril. The cat-and-mouse game between system administrators attempting to 
protect their networks and hackers attempting to crash a system or gain entry to an Intranet is played out 
daily. Privacy issues, transaction processing, and even digital money are often new areas to many software 
engineers. Yet they are critical aspects of modern software engineering practice and Web site evolution. 

4 Internet Standards 
There are a great many new Internet-related standards currently under review by a variety of oversight 
organizations and user groups. One of the most important developments for the Web is the next -generation 
HTML technology, the Extensible Markup Language (XML), a data format for structured document 
interchange. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) adopted XML 1.0 as a standard in February 1998 
[W3C 98]. 

Most people know that HTML is a markup language, providing a series of tags used to describe the 
appearance of text, data, and other elements on a Web page.  XML moves beyond the somewhat limited 
capabilities of HTML by allowing users to specify their own tags. In other words, XML incorporates meta-
data into a Web page’s description. XML is a strict subset of the meta-language SGML (Standard 
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Generalized Markup Language), offering many of the same capabilities of SGML but without the 
complexity. By using XML, information contained in a Web page can be searched, indexed, and processed 
with more accuracy than with a regular HTML page. 

XML has already been employed for special purposes, such as Microsoft’s Channel Definition Format 
(CDF) used for pushing content in Internet Explorer 4 and 5. Users define new relations of interest in a 
portion of the Web document that contains the Document Type Definition (DTD), which consists of new 
tags that become available for use in the same manner as the tags that are predefined in HTML. It is true 
that the XML community will need to standardize on vocabularies for different application domains, so that 
users will know how to name their tags to ensure interoperability.  However, this will likely occur quickly 
in domains that already have a standardized ontology, such as Web search engines. 

There is interest in XML from both the presentation community and the middleware community. From a 
presentation point of view, XML can provide greater clarity of page descriptions and intended rendering of 
Web content. Used in conjunction with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), XML forms the basis for Dynamic 
HTML (DHTML), a technique for client-side animation of Web pages. From a middleware point of view, 
XML offers the potential for a common exchange format. Since it is a textual language, as opposed to a 
binary standard like COM, users can read the XML description and gain an understanding of the intended 
capabilities of the new tags and entities. XML can be used as a point-to-point integration mechanism, 
serving as a bridge between different distributed component technologies, such as DCOM and Enterprise 
Java Beans (EJB). Prior to the existence of XML, the usual way to obtain similar results was to arduously 
code separate server-side CGI scripts. By providing a standard way to represent both data and meta-data, 
XML should lead to better interoperability between databases, languages,  and tools. 

It has taken a while for tool vendors to add XML parsers and interpreters to their products. However, XML 
is now supported by several Web browsers and associated tools. It is expected to enjoy considerable 
attention and support by major players in the coming year. Software engineers working on Web site 
evolution projects cannot afford important developments like XML. 

5 Summary 
It is neither possible nor desirable to keep abreast of absolutely every single trend in software. Some trends 
are really just fads, quickly fading away. Other trends, however, are truly important; the Web is one of 
these trends. It is having a sea-change on the nature of software engineering as currently practiced. 

In the past, one could prosper with basic knowledge of algorithms and data structures, programming 
languages, and rudimentary project management. In today’s net-centric world, the skills required by a 
software engineer engaged in Web site evolution activities have increased dramatically. New areas of 
expertise, such as distributed component technology, computer security, and Internet standards like XML, 
are becoming core knowledge areas. To be successful, one must become a renaissance software engineer, 
with knowledge that is both broad and deep. This implies keeping abreast of both research in academia, 
developments in industry, and watching governmental policy. Failure to do so will inevitably shorten one’s 
career. Besides, it’s just too interesting not to! 
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When we consider the management aspects of web 
site evolution we must ask, “How is this type of 
project different from other types of projects, and 
what other kinds of project might show 
management similarities?” Currently there is little 
research that answers these questions (though 
hopefully WSE 99, the Workshop on Web Site 
Evolution, will provide some answers).  Where 
can a project manager tasked with a web site 
evolution project begin? We believe that the 
management of web site evolution is basically no 
different from managing legacy software evolution 
projects and that, although all the questions 
regarding evolution of legacy systems have not 
been answered, we at least have considerable 
experience in this area.  Large web based systems, 
particularly if written by people who lack formal 
programming or software engineering training will 
probably be as difficult to evolve as large, heavily 
modified, structurally decayed legacy systems. 
Both of these system types typically suffer from a 
lack of accurate documentation. Documenting 
business rules is as hard today as it was 20-30 
years ago. Thus, it is not surprising that the 
extraction of business rules from large web 
enabled systems is as elusive as from legacy 
software systems.  
 
Similar difficulties arise when we wish to migrate 
large business critical legacy systems from a 
standalone mainframe or workstation platform to 
the web.  This is often the first step in the 
evolution of a web-based system. Over the past 
few years we have seen a tremendous expansion in 
the number of commercial web sites as 
organizations increasingly move into electronic 
commerce.  Increasing acceleration in this 
direction means that software engineers will have 
to cope with escalating numbers of large legacy 
system migration projects.  This trend will likely 
continue for some time as businesses realize the 
necessity and advantages that will accrue by 
having a web presence.  Evolving a large existing 
information system to have web capabilities 
typically involves adding new functionality, 
adapting the user interface to web browsers, and 

installing firewalls to increase security, reliability 
and availability to serve millions of potential 
customers. This is a difficult undertaking as it 
often involves the understanding, changing and 
testing of a large part of the source code. While the 
documentation accumulated over the years for a 
legacy system is usually voluminous, it is often out 
of date. Figuring out the major differences 
between source code and the existing 
documentation is as hard as understanding the 
source code without documentation. We may also 
find that no one in the organization understands 
the system completely.  
 
Because of our belief that the processes required 
for this type of project and those for evolving a 
large web based system are similar we will focus 
our discussion on management issues surrounding 
the migration of a large mission critical legacy 
system to the web. 
 
Before the actual migration project can proceed a 
solid business case must be developed.  The need 
for a web enabled system and a cost-effective 
migration path must be demonstrated. Thus, the 
first step is to conduct a cost-benefit analysis to 
justify the migration of the system. Without this 
justification there is no point in proceeding further. 
Estimating the costs and the risks of a migration 
project is inherently difficult. Software 
engineering economics books [Boeh81] typically 
focus on pure forward engineering rather than 
software reengineering. The lessons learned from 
designing software from scratch do not necessarily 
apply to the realm of software reengineering. 
 
Web evolution projects are risky for many reasons. 
One risk factor is the technology, which evolves at 
an amazing rate. Locking in too early or too late 
on middleware and web standards can easily break 
an evolution project. Moreover, it is not clear 
whether the skill set of traditional software 
developers is sufficient to extract the necessary 
knowledge from a legacy system to perform 
effective migration to the web. Thus, much more 
research is necessary to provide accurate cost 



estimation and risk analysis for software 
reengineering and web site evolution projects. 
 
If the migration benefits are expected to outweigh 
the likely costs, the actual migration effort can be 
undertaken. A software reengineering process 
consists of two major phases: reverse engineering 
and reengineering. 
The reverse engineering phase involves data 
gathering, knowledge organization, and 
information abstraction [Till95] including: 
• developing a high level inventory of source 

code, data sets, scripts, design documents, and 
ancillary files; 

• extracting software artifacts at various levels 
of detail; 

• summarizing and abstracting the wealth of 
software artifacts by synthesizing virtual 
subsystem structures from software artifacts; 
and 

• identifying user interface beacons which can 
serve as starting points for impact analysis to 
identify the user interface code. 

 
Analysis paralysis can easily set in during this first 
phase. Is a coarse grained analysis of the software 
artifacts sufficient? How can we decide that we 
have enough knowledge to make informed 
decisions for the actual reengineering tasks? Do 
we need to understand all the business rules built 
into the system before we can embark on the 
actual migration phase? Do we follow the same 
reengineering strategy for a medium size system as 
for a multi-million line system?  Which strategy is 
the most appropriate for the evolution tasks at 
hand? 
 
The reengineering phase involves changing and 
testing of code and data including: 
• risk analysis and planning for migration; 
• injecting middleware technology; 
• conforming to selected web standards; 
• accommodating security requirements; 
• assessing availability and performance 

requirements; 
• migrating affected subsystems; 
• testing target information system; 
• conducting a user study with selected 

customers; and, finally, 
• deploying new information system fully on 

the web. 
 
Predicting the costs of these individual stages is 
not easy.  At this point in time we have solid data 
for predicting the costs of Year 2000 conversion 

projects [Jone98]. Is this data readily applicable to 
Web site evolution projects or arbitrary 
reengineering projects? We believe that it is a 
good starting point. Here are cost estimates for 
software reengineering projects adapted from 
actual Year 2000 conversion projects: 
• 20% planning, inventory analysis, and 

technology evaluation; 
• 30% reverse engineering and reengineering; 
• 50% testing and fielding. 
 
The costs of the actual reverse engineering and 
reengineering processes are comparatively low, 
only 30% of the overall costs.  Thus, a good 
technology solution is necessary but not sufficient 
and a good management approach is vital for the 
success of the project. This is an important finding 
and taking it into account can significantly 
contribute to the success of a web site evolution 
project. 
 
The key to lowering the costs for testing is access 
to software engineers with extensive domain 
knowledge and to tools to automate the actual 
conversion process. Investing heavily in tools for 
automating the conversion process however 
assumes that the tools can be applied repeatedly. 
Alas, cost prediction for software engineering is 
problematic.  We are all familiar with reports of 
cost overruns and projects that, for various 
reasons, do not meet their estimates and/or 
requirements.  Cost prediction is always difficult 
in situations where the requirements are fuzzy—
there are many fuzzy factors in a web site 
evolution project 
 
Why don’t we rewrite the system from scratch? 
For a small web based system this might be an 
option. But as soon as the system or web site has 
gone through a few evolution cycles this option is 
no longer viable. The crux of the matter is the 
business rules or requirements that are hidden in 
the code as opposed to be presented on a silver 
platter. Because we are dealing with a large legacy 
system, we may not know the business rules on 
which the system is based upon. So redeveloping 
the system from scratch is probably not a viable 
option since the costs for extracting the business 
rules will likely be prohibitive. 
 
In order to discover how a textual or graphical user 
interface can be migrated to a web-based user 
interface or how to guarantee certain levels of 
security, we need to factor out the relevant parts of 
the system.  To do this we must decompose the 
system into its subsystems according to various 



functional and/or non-functional criteria. Different 
systems vary on a scale of decomposability into 
subsystems; they range from easily decomposable 
systems to non-decomposable systems [BrSt95].  
The closer they are to the non-decomposable end 
of the spectrum the more difficult they are to deal 
with. If the whole project at this stage proves to be 
very difficult and the system is more or less non-
decomposable the project may be terminated at 
this point, but this decision will depend on the 
actual business case that was initially made. 
 
The staff that we employ to perform these tasks 
must be highly skilled, but we may not have access 
to software engineers of the right caliber. Worse 
we don’t even know what the proper skill set is for 
evolution projects. While from experience we have 
a good idea what skills are necessary to develop 
software and web sites from scratch, we know 
little about what kind of background is necessary 
to extract and understand artifacts and business 
rules that make up legacy systems. All we know is 
that the skill sets are fundamentally different. 
 
Once we have gathered the artifacts and 
decomposed the subject system into subsystems 
we can do a risk analysis.  Included in our risk 
analysis we must consider the difficulties involved 
in changing the system, and how much and what 
parts of the system need to be understood and 
changed.  Are we dealing with one third of the 
system or one tenth of the system?  The Y2K 
domain provides another striking example. Two 
key approaches to Y2K remediation are the 
windowing approach (i.e., a solution to the date 
problem involving a hundred year window) and 
the expansion strategy (i.e., expand year data items 
from two digits to four). The former results in the 
modification of 0.5% of the entire source code 
whereas the latter affects approximately 10%. 
Testing 0.5% of the source code is much more 
practical than 10%. Having to change 10% of a 
system is too risky and costly compared to 0.5%.  
Hence, most Y2K solutions employ the 
windowing approach. Another great advantage of 
the windowing solution is the fact that it is 
incremental. The expansion approach requires that 
the entire system be changed before an executable 
system can be produced. In contrast windowing 
affords an executable after the correction of an 
individual subsystem. An incremental approach is 
often a crucial requirement for a reengineering 
project to mitigate the risks involved. 
 

The actual reengineering phase needs to be 
carefully planned.  Three key planning decision 
criteria are: 
• available components technologies; 
• desired level of automation; and 
• amount of source code to be tested. 
 
 There is usually ample opportunity to replace 
entire subsystems with commercial middleware 
and commercial-of-the-shelf components.  
Injecting commercial components during 
reengineering can reduce the maintenance of the 
subject system considerably but it is easy to bank 
on the wrong technology. Many tasks of a 
reengineering effort can be readily automated. On 
the one hand investing in methods and tools to 
automate mundane transformation tasks is only 
worthwhile if the tasks are repeated many times. 
On the other hand the testing effort is usually 
greatly reduced if the changes are made using an 
automatic procedure. As we continue evolving our 
web based system many reengineering steps will 
be repeated over time. Thus, it is probably 
worthwhile to invest in the development of tools to 
automate those steps.  
 
The major problems we see with managing the 
evolution of web based system are: 
 
1. We don’t really know what kinds of skills 

our staff need, and where they might get 
the education and training they require, to 
evolve large web based systems.  We 
know we need user interface experts with 
program understanding expertise but what 
makes up the rest of the skill set for these 
people?  

  
2. Is changing to keep up with the 

technology going to be a major financial 
burden? How will we find out what this 
burden is likely to be and how can we 
estimate it without spending large sums 
of money before finding out that we can’t 
afford to go further?  

 
3. How can we properly separate concerns 

in a web site evolution project? Issues 
such as security, reliability, and 
availability seem hopelessly intertwined.  
How can we factor out these aspects into 
separate subsystems so that, when the 
inevitable technology advances occur, we 
can easily change one and only one of 
these subsystems without affecting the 
others. 
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Abstract 

Using a set of prototype tools, this research has 
been analysing the evolution of a number of 
HTML websites of different kinds and sizes. 
Structure information and simple metrics have 
been collected, and work is progressing to 
formulate a predictive model of website 
evolution. A number of preliminary observations 
have been made, including some unexpected 
points, and they will form a basis for new metrics 
and ongoing work. 

1. Background 

World-Wide Web maintenance is of 
increasing importance. The WWW is growing 
rapidly and is being used more and more as an 
important medium for communicating 
information and as the basis for providing 
communication and information based services. 
Hence it is important that Web sites and their 
contents be properly maintained. 

Unfortunately so far people have 
allocated far more importance to developing 
technology to add more and more novel features 
within Web pages rather than developing and 
maintaining pages of quality. There is currently 
very little work being done to systematically 
address the growing maintenance required for 
ensuring the Web continues to provide useful 
information and communication based services in 
a timely fashion. 

Better tools are needed to analyse 
hyperdocuments. Currently few exist and none 
are provide universal solutions. These tools are 
usually developed to address specific problems 
and do not produce general maintenance 
information. Platform independent tools, perhaps 
tools developed using Java, are needed. 

More research on metrics relevant to the 
attributes of hyperdocument maintainability, 
readability and quality is needed. Tools to 
measure these attributes are also needed. Such 
tools could provide useful feedback to Web 
developers and maintainers. Assessment tools to 
help evaluate hyperdocuments before installation 
on a Web site are especially needed by Web site 
managers. 

It is in this last area, of the use of 
metrics, that the research presented in this paper 
is focussed. The work draws on both hypertext 
metrics research, and on research on the use of 
metrics in understanding the evolution of 
conventional software. 

2. Approach 

Work is concentrating on understanding 
the evolution of websites, and revising models to 
characterise this in terms of well-defined metrics. 
Case studies are being used as a basis for real-
world observation, and are proving invaluable in 
refining methods, metrics, and tools. There is still 
a considerable body of data to analyse, further 
modelling and design of measures to undertake. 

As regards the case studies, a number of 
websites of different sizes and kinds have been 
chosen for analysis. A short list of some of these 
websites is given in the Appendix. The sites are 
being analysed at intervals of one week to obtain 
information about structure and content, and 
metrics are being taken. The sites give a wide 
range of characteristics to examine, and at least 
two sites of each size and kind have been chosen, 
so that observations can be confirmed on a 
broader base. A set of tools is being developed to 
identify changes in these web-sites, and take 
metrics, and hypotheses are now being 
formulated and revised on the basis of these. This 
research will continue to evaluate metrics from 
software evolution and general hypertext theory, 



and to develop and refine further metric systems 
more suitable for the particular nature of Web 
hypertext. 

The web metrics and download tool, 
SiteSeer, described in [2], has now been 
improved to permit parsing of very complex web 
documents, which might include arbitrarily long 
comments (over 1024 characters), Javascript, and 
very long strings. Non-HTML hyperlinks can 
also in some cases be identified and extracted, 
which promises to be a useful feature for any 
future research on non-HTML websites. As a 
result, a clear view can be obtained of a website 
as a whole. With improved handling of time-outs 
and other real-time faults, and other features for 
handling incorrectly constructed HTML 
documents, SiteSeer is now invaluable as the 
core tool for this research. 

A number of incidental tools have been 
constructed for analysis of web-site structure 
from the downloads obtained from SiteSeer. 
Among these is a simple “Delta” tool for 
examining the differences between successive 
downloads of a given web-site, and work is 
progressing on tools to extract, compare, and 
represent graphically the static website and delta 
information and metrics. 

3. Choice of metrics 

The initial measures being observed 
have been very simple ones, rather than the much 
more sophisticated indirect metrics now available 
for hypertext analysis. This is due to the 
requirement to understand how these simpler 
general metrics inter-relate before progressing to 
implement the mechanisms needed for handling 
calculations for specific but complicated metrics 
across real-world websites involving tens of 
thousands of interlinked documents. A variety of 
interesting metrics for hyperdocuments are 
explored in [3]. 

The initial measures chosen include per-
document metrics such as Halstead’s Software 
Science family of measures, fan-in, fan-out, 
counts of various kinds of HTML tag, lines of 
code (LOC), and so on, and per-site metrics such 
as Number of Modules (NOM) and McCabe’s 
Cyclomatic Complexity measure; all of these 
have the benefit of being easy to collect. 

4. Results from case studies 

Early results suggest that there is a 
correlation between the density of links in a 
document, and the likelihood of new links being 
added to it, up to some critical level, where the 
document is split. The rate of change of a website 
appears to be dependent on the number of 
documents, and in the case of the smallest 
websites in this study, no changes whatsoever 
have occurred during the trial period. A 
fundamental hypothesis is that websites evolve 
according to analogous rules to software, and this 
is being tested with reference to Lehman’s 
FEAST project [1] and his well-known laws of 
software evolution. These results and others yet 
to be obtained are expected to form the basis for 
a predictive model. 

The following subsections expand on 
some of the empirical observations made. 

4.1 Misplaced insertion 
One of the websites studied [Cart] has 

shown a phenomenon which is familiar to 
programmers of conventional software: a new 
section of the website has been inserted at an 
inappropriate place. This new section is well-
authored, and presents information concerning a 
recent major development in the website owner’s 
product base. Nevertheless, the original vision 
for the site appears to have been abandoned. 
Where the site originally took the form of an 
orthogonal tree, the new sections have been 
inserted as tours starting from one the leaf 
documents. 

4.2 Changed style 
The new sections mentioned above in 

[Cart] have a style which borrows from the 
original, but has a definite individual character 
that is maintained throughout the new sections. 
This has been observed in another website of 
comparable size, [DLR], again in a situation 
where the product base has achieved a substantial 
step forward. Here, the original style was 
abandoned altogether, to the extent that the top-
level menu of the site has not been brought up-to-
date.  

A hypothesis arising from the two 
phenomena surrounding mass insertions is that 
this may be due to a tendency for a new author to 
work on new pages away from the original web 
site, and only later think about where the new 
section will fit into the original whole. 



4.3 Stable website 
Another site [STA] has remained 

entirely unchanged throughout the time of the 
case studies so far. Even given its small size, 
only 18 documents, plus images, this seemed 
surprising. This may be explained in a number of 
ways. First, the site may be disused. Second, it 
may be so small that it is statistically unlikely for 
any change to have occurred during the cycle. 
Third, some commercial consideration (such as 
lack of time or staff or funds) may be holding 
back further development. Fourth, this website 
may (for some reason) not fall into the E-type 
software family, and so be exempt from 
Lehman's 1st Law (Continuing Change). This last 
possibility is being explored in more detail, 
because of its extreme bearing on the 
fundamental assumptions underlying this 
research. However, an intuitive assumption 
would be that the rate of change of a small 
website should increase with the number of 
documents, and this also is being investigated. 

4.4 Identifying High-Change Documents 
The relationship between a web-

document’s fan-in and fan-out, and the overall 
structure of a website is obviously a close one. 
Observations suggest there is a correlation 
between the density of navigational links in a 
document, and the likelihood of new links being 
added to it. It is interesting to note that it is the 
density of links which is important. A larger 
document may well contain more links, but will 
also contain more material other than links. 
However, some documents are apparently 
designated as “link” documents, and contain little 
else. 

The studies will continue to monitor the 
insertion points of new links, to discover whether 
there is some critical maximum number of links 
in a document, at which point the document will 
be split, and whether this is related to any 
splitting of documents for other reasons. 

5. Summary 

The case studies discussed above have 
given a starting point for the formulation of 
metrics to describe to anatomy of a website. 
Undoubtedly, some of the observations made will 
prove to be random fluctuations, and will have 
little long-term bearing on the development of a 
website. Yet the successful work of Lehman and 
the FEAST project urges that analysis of even a 

single variable can give useful information to 
describe and predict the development of a 
software-based system. 

Initial results from this study suggest 
that clear links can be made between simple 
observed variables such as number of modules 
(documents), number of (navigational) links, 
probability of change, and so forth. These 
variables are analogous to variables describing 
conventional software and its evolution, for 
which a large body of research is available. 
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Appendix: a list of the case-
study websites mentioned 

 
[Cart] CarterCopters Aviation, USA 

[http://www.cartercopters.com] 
 
[DLR] Docklands Light Railway, London 

[http://www.dlr.co.uk] 
 
[STA] Swimming Teachers’ Association, UK 

[http://www.sta.co.uk] 
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Abstract

Web sites for an annual event like a major confer-
ence follow a regular pattern of evolution. Con-
sequently, tools and techniques for managing this
evolution can have tremendous leverage at easing
duplicated effort and consolidating design issues.
This position paper proposes the need for enhanc-
ing web site reuse, suggests a partial approach based
on experience with current technology, and outlines
avenues of research to support reusable, evolvable
web sites.

1 Introduction

Major academic conferences are all about the
same—in structure. In the beginning, a venue
is selected to host the conference in a particu-
lar year (perhaps up to three years in advance).
The venue, date, general and program chairs,
and sponsors are announced. About one to
two years in advance, a more formal announce-
ment adds information about the theme, the
conference committee, and other supporters.
Also, the announcement requests contribu-
tions, such as tutorials, workshops, and techni-
cal papers, and outlines important dates. Sev-
eral months before the conference, the accepted
contributors are notified to render their work
in the standard proceedings format and sub-
mit a copyright release. At about that time,
an advance program of conference events is is-
sued, along with registration and accommoda-

∗This work was supported in part by the Institute for
Robotics and Intelligent Systems Network of Centres of
Excellence (IRIS NCE), the University of Victoria, and the
University of Alberta.

tion details. The conference happens and then
becomes history.

Accordingly, the web site for an academic con-
ference evolves through five major stages with
different audiences. In stage one, the site pro-
motes the candidate venue as a suitable one for
hosting the conference. The main audience is
the steering committee. In stage two, the site
provides details about making contributions
and formatting publications. The main audi-
ence are contributors such as tutorial speak-
ers, workshop leaders, technical paper authors,
and tool demonstrators. In stage three, the site
describes information about attending the con-
ference. The main audience are potential at-
tendees. In stage four, during the conference,
the site provides the latest schedule and daily
announcements. The main audience are ac-
tual attendees. In stage five, the site becomes
an archival repository, perhaps providing elec-
tronic versions of papers or handouts of in-
vited talks. The main audience are researchers.

2 Problem

Even with such a regular structure, many con-
ference web sites, especially those that change
locales year to year, are developed apparently
from scratch. Web maintainers, have to redis-
cover an appropriately evolving structure to
present the right information at the right time.
Referring to past sites is misleading because
their content is typically structured for later
stages. What is needed is a reusable conference
“site-in-a-box” that provides the basic, evolv-
ing web site structure, possibly in a variety of
graphic layouts, along with some boilerplate



sample content and a usage guide. This struc-
ture could be customized for the conference as
appropriate (e.g., to add special events). It then
becomes a matter of providing the real con-
tent (e.g., list of committee members, list of pa-
per topics, hotel description, corporate logos,
contact addresses, etc.) for a particular year.
The structure and content are partly reusable
for following years. The sites for the upcom-
ing years of a conference could be developed
in a parallel, pipelined fashion, and delivered
in stages (see Figure 1).

Besides saving some effort, there are other
benefits in consolidating and reusing design
knowledge. First, the conference web site
needs to be highly accessible. Not everyone is
using the latest browser with the fanciest plug-
ins on a high bandwidth connection. Some are
using an old browser, overseas, on a serial mo-
dem line, with images and JavaScript turned
off, through a 14 inch screen. About 30 to 40
K bytes of data on the initial page is the maxi-
mum amount tolerable. Second, the site needs
to be easily navigable. For example, irrelevant
information about making a paper submission
should not clutter the site when the techni-
cal program has been finalized. An evolv-
able structure could elide or reveal certain con-
tent at certain times. Third, the site should
look professional, with sharp images, decent
typography, good color, and proper composi-
tion. These graphic design issues can be partly
embodied in the sample layouts and boiler-
plate content (and tested in a variety of envi-
ronments).

3 Related Work

There are many services that generate a per-
sonal web site for an individual, based on spec-
ifying certain preferences, interests, and other
particulars. Also related are services that pro-
vide web site shells into which a company in-
serts its specific content. These services are
aimed at individuals or organizations and not
temporally-oriented entities like annual events
and projects. That is, the above services do not
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Figure 1: Staged delivery of a product line of
conference web sites.

adequately address the subsequent evolution
of the site after inception (other than casual up-
dates). Nevertheless, the techniques used to
generate a web site based on various param-
eters or to populate a web site shell could be
useful in implementing a reusable conference
site-in-a-box. The evolution of a web site for
an event like an annual conference follows a
regular pattern. Hence, there is potentially bet-
ter long-term reuse when dealing with event-
oriented sites.
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4 Experience

The basics of a potentially reusable, evolvable
web site can be partly implemented with cur-
rent technology. The following brief descrip-
tion is based on experience in developing the
ICSE 2001 web site [1]. The tool used was
Adobe GoLive, which runs on Mac OS and
Windows [2].

The approach centers on separating con-
tent from structure. GoLive components or
HTML fragments are used to contain pieces
of complete content (e.g., a banner, a naviga-
tion bar, a block of text, etc.). Layout is rep-
resented through a common template (e.g., a
4× 2 table). Structure is represented by a set of
web pages that are instantiated from the tem-
plate. This template has slots whereby the in-
dividual web pages have specific fragments in-
serted (see Figure 2). Changes to a fragment
causes automated changes to every web page
that uses the fragment. This is especially use-
ful when changing the navigation bar to reveal
different pages during the evolution of the site.

GoLive provides site management features to
allow files to be moved, renamed, and links
to be updated appropriately (see Figure 3).
There are no version control features, however.
Thus, manual cut-and-paste or file renaming is
needed to switch among alternative navigation
bar fragments. Moreover, the entire assembly
of fragments and files needs to be copied for
another layout (e.g., text-only) because frag-
ments may contain links and these links must
refer to a particular web page and hence a par-
ticular layout. Another level of indirection is
needed. Alternative layouts should, in the fu-
ture, be done with style sheets, but the limita-
tion suggests a general need for some level of
configuration management and version control
for the engineering of reusable and evolvable
web sites.

5 Directions

Navigation bars could change during evolu-
tion to show only pertinent content. Better sup-
port is needed for alternative or conditional
content in site design tools. Version resolution
can be done at site installation time instead of
serving time.

Full configuration management may be
overkill for maintaining simple web sites.
There are, however, times when some config-
uration of content needs to have their links
redirected. Better link management is needed.

Also, templates or stationery documents
should be improved so that changes to them
are propagated to all instantiations. One re-
search avenue is to develop a language to en-
able the flexible construction and instantiation
of web site structures and content.

6 Summary

Web sites with regular patterns of evolution
benefit significantly from better reuse. Separat-
ing structure from content is a promising ap-
proach that can be partly implemented in cur-
rent tools. There are, however, limitations in
the tools, but these limitations suggest avenues
of future research. Site maintenance capabil-
ities should be improved to enhance reuse in
the long term evolution of web sites. These ca-
pabilities may entail some level of configura-
tion management and version control or a web
site processing language.
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Figure 2: The web site “about” page has a tabular layout with fragments inserted for the banner,
navigation bar, and basic content.

Figure 3: Site management with structural pages in the left pane and content fragments in the right.
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Abstract 
 
With the exponential growth of the Internet and 
the multi-tier distributed system architectures, 
there is a urgent demand to develop Web-based 
and component-based applications to reduce the 
time to the market and to leverage existing 
software. This position paper presents an 
approach to integrate existing legacy 
applications to a Web-enabled Network-Centric 
environment. The integration process focuses on 
the identification of the legacy components, their 
consequent wrapping using CORBA Objects, and 
finally the deployment of the application in the 
Enterprise JavaBeans platform. A scripting 
language that is encoded in an XML format can 
be used for allowing thin clients to communicate 
with legacy components. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
With the growth of the Internet, there is an 
urgent need to develop Web-based applications. 
Initially the Web was presented as a giant URL-
based file server for publishing static information 
in a hypertext electronic form. With the 
incorporation of client/server architectures, CGI 
scripts and, Java applets the Web evolved into an 
interactive medium that provides dynamic 
information services. However, these tools are 
slow and mostly support stateless transactions. 
Morover, downloading “fat” Java applets 
imposes many limitations due to low bandwidth 
Internet access. Today, new requirements for 
Web-enabled applications are emerging.  
 
Firstly, organizations would like to take 
advantage of the Web in its various forms 
(Internet, Intranet, and, Extranets), for their 
enterprise computing. This will allow them to 
leverage functionality from their existing legacy 
systems without having to rebuild these systems 
[1]. Furthermore, most organizations need to port 
their legacy software assets to a distributed Web-
enabled environment. 

Secondly, the integration of heterogeneous 
applications and systems is forced through 
market requirements due to the plethora of  
operating systems, languages, networking 
protocols and, data representations [2]. With its 
universal access across heterogeneous hardware 
and software, the Web is the best choice to 
address this challenge [9].  
 
Thirdly, there is a constant shift towards thin-
clients in multi-tier architectures away from the 
“fat-client” paradigm that is predominant in the 
traditional client/server topologies. The latter 
requires more memory and longer download 
time. Thin client architectures shift the focus 
from the client to the server, by leaving as little 
code as possible on the client side. This results in 
faster applet downloading and less client RAM 
requirements. Thin-clients require the servers to 
process the data, and to provide complete 
services such as transactional service, security 
service and, naming service.  
 
Finally, portability of code and applications 
become a critical issue, as more types of devices 
and embedded systems (handheld, wireless) are 
participating in distributed applications.  
 
It is apparent that the current HTTP/CGI 
paradigm cannot meet these requirements. The 
next generation of the Web, the so-called Object-
Web, applies distributed object technologies to 
multi-tier architectures and, is gradually adopted 
as the development and deployment platform for 
distributed applications [5].  
To integrate a standalone legacy application with 
other systems the Web offers unique 
opportunities. Technologies, such as CORBA 
[6], XML and, Enterprise JavaBeans [10], offer 
powerful integration mechanisms. This position 
paper discusses these technologies and sketches 
an architecture for legacy system integration 
using the Web as the medium. 
 
 



2. Enabling Technologies  
 
2.1 CORBA 
 
The predominant architecture for applications 
requiring access to remote objects is  OMG-
CORBA. In particular, it offers several 
advantages over DCOM and COM+, including 
platform, language, and vendor independence. 
CORBA ORBs are available for almost all 
operating systems, such as Windows/NT, Unix 
and, AIX. The CORBA IDL is used for 
separating the interfaces from the 
implementations of the remote objects. IDL as a 
uniform interface, bridges different programming 
languages including C, C++, Smalltalk, COBOL 
and Java. It hides the implementation details 
from the client code and integrates 
heterogeneous languages. Moreover, the 
CORBA IIOP over TCP/IP is an open industry 
standard, which allows ORBs from different 
ORB vendors to seamlessly inter-operate and, 
provides an effective backbone for system 
integration.  
 
2.2 Component-Based Enterprise JavaBeans 
 
Due to its platform neutrality, multithreading, 
dynamic loading into JVM, security mechanism 
and, portability, Java is a widely used 
environment for object-oriented programming 
and Web-based software development. 
 
In the software industry, the current trend is 
towards developing software components with 
specialized functionality instead of large, special 
purpose software applications. Enterprise 
JavaBeans is a Java-based, server-side 
component architecture for developing, 
deploying and, managing enterprise-level 
applications. It deals with the issues that  allow 
components of a distributed application to 
communicate with each other. Moreover, it 
allows for the developers to focus on the 
application business logic and provides a 
standard component infrastructure to quickly 
assemble distributed components.  
 
2.3 CORBA and Enterprise JavaBeans 
 
CORBA and Enterprise JavaBeans have been 
developed independently, they are 
complementary to each other and, can be 
seamlessly integrated. JavaBeans uses 
CORBA/IIOP as the transport mechanism for the 
pure CORBA client and server. An EJB server 

can be built on top of an ORB by using the 
CORBA Naming Service and transactional 
services. 
 
2.4 XML 
 
The Extensible Markup Language (XML), is one 
of the key technologies for the future Web-
enabled applications. It provides a machine 
understandable and human readable syntax and, 
allows for the developers to define their own tags 
in different domains. XML is widely used as the 
standard format for data representation, data 
integration, data storage, message exchanging, 
and for defining scripting languages. 
 
3. Proposed Architecture 
 
Businesses, agencies and, software houses have 
invested a lot of money on their legacy 
applications.  At this point, no one can afford to 
spend the same money, effort and, risk again by 
re-implementing the same systems for another 
platform or programming language. One way to 
minimize risk and cost is to translate the legacy 
code from one language to another by using 
translator programs [7]. Even though this 
approach solves the problems of porting a legacy 
application form one platform to another, does 
not solve the integration issue. Another approach 
is to re-architect and to translate the legacy 
system in an Object Oriented way and language 
(i.e. C++ or Java) [2]. Each identified object 
along with its associated methods is supposed to 
implement a specific function of the original 
system. Wrappers can be applied to encapsulate 
each C++ or Java object obtained from the 
original system and make it available to a 
distributed Network-Centric environment. Even 
though this approach is promising, it causes a lot 
of network traffic due to the large number of 
objects involved. 
 
The proposed approach focuses on the use of 
Web as a infrastructure medium, the utilization 
of Reverse Engineering to identify coarse 
granularity components and, the use of 
Distributed Object Technologies to address 
issues that stem from distribution (message 
passing, concurrency control, interaction 
semantics). In brief the proposed approach 
consists of the following steps: 
 
1. Use reverse engineering techniques and 

restructuring to identify and generate a  
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                   Figure 1: Overall Architecture 
 
 
        decomposition of the legacy system into 
        modules  
2. Analyze the interfaces of the selected legacy 

components and store their signatures in a 
component repository using XML format 

3. Generate the CORBA/IDL and CORBA 
wrappers from the component repository 

4. Use EJBs (Enterprise JavaBeans) to develop 
the application server, in order to integrate 
the CORBA wrappers and to provide the 
services to the Web-based applications 

5. Define a scripting language using XML, to 
allow for the utilization of  Web 
technologies for legacy components to be 
invoked and computational tasks to be 
specified. 

 
3.1 Identification of Components 
 
A component can be considered as a reusable 
unit, that offers specific functionality and can be 
easily integrated with other COTS or custom 
made software components. So far, most 
software analysis efforts have been focused on 
clustering and decomposition techniques based 
on cohesion, coupling and, other source code 
features. In most cases, legacy system 
decomposition has become a clustering problem. 
Nevertheless, no matter how successful 
clustering techniques are on decomposing a 
legacy system into subsystems, they do not take 
into account constraints related with the target 
architecture sought. We believe that 

decomposition should take into account 
constraints of the target architecture and, allow 
for these constraints to be incorporated in the 
clustering/decomposition process [4]. 
Moreover, in order to obtain the required target 
decomposition that allows for integration and 
distribution, domain knowledge has to be 
incorporated in the decomposition process. 
 
For the integrity issue, a clear component 
interface should be specified to decoupage the 
internal dependencies from the clients, thereby 
promoting component independence and 
portability. The interface separates the detailed 
implementation from the abstract description. 
The specification hides the collaborations 
amongst the group of classes and publishes the 
services (functions or operations) to the 
consumers.  
 
Finally, it is important to choose a standard 
format to describe interfaces so that, the 
identified legacy components can be easily 
shared with other applications. XML provides a 
light-weight data representation platform as 
compared to the heavy weight object database. 
XML markup tags can also be used for denoting 
the components’ interfaces.  
 
3.2 Wrapping Identified Components 
 
In order to integrate the identified components to 
a heavily heterogeneous distributed environment, 
we must define an appropriate middle-ware. 
CORBA is the appropriate infrastructure 
mechanism due to its platform, language, and 
vendor independence specifications it supports 
The wrapping process can proceed in three steps.  
 
First of all, a single IDL interface is generated, 
by denoting the component interfaces in an XML 
format. Second, externally visible operation 
identifiers are extracted from the component 
specification and registered in the CORBA IDL. 
Finally, the IDL compiler generates the client-
side stub and the server-side skeleton object. 
 
The CORBA wrapper inherits from the server-
side skeleton classes and encapsulates the legacy 
components. The wrapper acts as a façade: it 
offers clients a single, simple interface to the 
underlying remote objects. It glues together the 
CORBA distributed capabilities and the 
standalone components. The wrapper re-directs 
its public operations to the appropriate external-
visible operations in the components.   
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             Figure 2:  Wrapping a component 
 
 
It is notable that the object wrappers are housed 
within the CORBA server infrastructure, 
providing the back-end services. 
 
3.3 Integration of CORBA Objects 
 
Application servers occupy the middle tier in 
multi-tier distributed applications. They have 
been widely adopted as the runtime environment 
of choice for integrating heterogeneous 
applications. Different application servers are 
implemented on different technologies. 
Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) provide means to 
facilitate the invocation of distributed objects in 
a more standardized way than CORBA. CORBA 
is suitable for the lower level aspects of 
distributed applications, while EJBs handle in a 
more standardized way issues related to 
communication, security and, concurrency 
control. EJB is considered as a workbench for 
“plug and play” components and, for developing  
application servers. The application server 
assembles the individual CORBA wrappers, 
integrates them other remote objects and, makes 
services available to a front-end Web-enabled  
application (i.e. a Web browser). 
 
EJBs utilize the CORBA naming services to 
locate the CORBA objects, and to dispatch the 
request to the CORBA objects over the 
CORBA/IIOP. They provide a link between 
Web-based applications and the back-end 

diversity software applications, databases, 
transactional systems. 
  
3.4 Scripting Language for the Thin Clients 
 
In a thin-client environment, applications are 
downloaded to the clients on-request. Clients can 
issue individual requests to specific servers using 
CORBA or any other message pasing 
mechanism. However, given the infrastructure 
that the IIOP, http, CORBA and mark-up 
languages now offer, it is much more efficient to 
allow thin-clients issue multiple requests to 
many servers. These requests can be building 
blocks of aggregate tasks that are requested by a 
thin-client. Moreover, the requests can 
implement a more sophisticated paradigm such 
as the Event-Condition-Action paradigm where, 
specific requests and actions are carried out only 
after specific events have been intercepted and 
specific conditions have been fulfilled. In order 
to allow for thin-clients to posses such 
functionality, we must define a scripting 
language that allows for the composition of 
services available in the application servers and, 
the formation of aggregate on-demand tasks. The 
scripting language can be implemented using 
XML and be sent to servers using the standard 
http protocol. EJBs can be used to intercept and 
interpret the transmitted by the thin-client 
scripts. In such a way, the client can take 
advantage of a Web browser to compose  scripts 
(i.e. Web forms), and does not need a special 
compiler or, script interpreter. The script can be 
sent to a servlet. The servlet can resolve the 
script, call the corresponding components in the 
application server, and return the result to the 
front-end client. From the client’s point of view, 
the scripting language is directly executable. 
In such a scenario, XML becomes the primary 
candidate as the implementation vehicle for the 
scripting language. To interpret the scripts, the 
servlet should maintain the repository for the 
mapping between the script keywords and the 
available services in order to be directly runnable 
by the servlet.  
 
4. On-going Work 
 
This position paper is exploring Web 
technologies as an integration medium for legacy 
systems. Currently, we are implementing a 
prototype for the proposed integration 
architecture at the IBM Toronto Lab, Center for 
Advanced Studies.  



We are using Refine, Rigi and PBS [3], for 
analysis and legacy system decomposition. We 
have selected the IBM Visualage Enterprise 
Edition to develop the Enterprise JavaBeans 
application server [8], the IBM Websphere as the 
EJBs deloyment environment and, the Visibroker 
as a CORBA implementation.  
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